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Abstract
This study is divided into three major sections:
The first part traces the origin and development of my interest
in designer behavior as a problem solving activity. It also des-
cribes how I hoped to study the subject experimentally,
Phe second part begins with a description of what designers do
in the parti stage of architectural design. Then it describes
two typical architectural models of designer behavior. Their li-
mitations as design aids are discussed and point to ignorance of
thought mechanisms as a fundamental difficulty. Two psychological
models of human problem solving are presented and lead to a set
of hypotheses about what skilled esigners do that less able or
experienced ones do not.
The third part describes the experimental method used to test
these hypotheses. Their results are related and discussed in terms
of their impact on these propositions and models introduced in
the second part of this study. I then suggest some consequences
of this discussion for the teaching and practice of architectural
design. The study concludes with a brief look at areas of designer
behavior in which further research would be useful.
The basic conclusions of this study are that skilled designers
not only have more resources at their command, but that they use
them with greater adaptation to the limitations of the human mental
apparatus than their less able/experienced colleagues. They also
make much grenter use of three dimensional representational media.
Thesis Supervisors: William L. Porter William A. Southworth
Titles: Dean, School of Lecturer in Environ-
Architecture and mental Psychology, De-
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1Introduc t ion
Students are taught to design or improve their skill in
designing buildings by apprenticeship, theoretical learningor
hopefully a combination. To be sure, one does most things - for
instance, design buildings or play tennis - without considering
their details explicitly. Problems of movementorganization, or
poetic invention can be solved quite successfully without re-
course to formal precision. However, the moment one self-con-
sciously attempts to improve performance or communicate under-
standing of a.process, the classification of phenomena must be
made unequivocal and the meaning of organizing concepts indepen-
dent of-. personal situation. I have not found these conditions
to be as fully met in architecture as in chemistry. How can one
reconcile the views of MichelangeloCorbusier, Wright, Venturi?
I believe the intellectual disarray of architectural
thought is neither necessary nor accidental. I believe it would
be immensely helpful for both the student and practitioner to
have access to a shared set of principles about how people use
and experience buildings and how they are designed. The confu-
sion of approaches I have observed reflects the state of a field
which is, in Kuhn's terms , in a pre-paradigmatic stage: an area
of knowledge without shared views of its concernscommon models
of action and judgement, or a baseline from which explorations
can be evaluated. There is no experimental way to distinguish
between the views of ,f or example, Venturi and Corbusier. Each
2presents a competing alternative about the fundamental nature
of the field. Each architect can, and I suspect has to, view
himself as being on the frontier of knowledge in order to make
sense of his efforts; but in a collective sense, all architects
are adrift in a sea of suppositions and unverifiable opinion.
In my view, architects share so few assumptions, they can hardly
be said to belong to the same universe of discourse, much less
engage in rational debate.
The difficulty of having every architect's conception of
his field be a metatheory, a basic paradigm which all later ef-
forts should build on,is and has been endemic since Western ar-
chitectural practice became, in Alexander's term2, self-conscious.
Without a common body of architectural theory, designers cannot
benefit from the experience and -insight of others except by
direct personal apprenticeship. While self-consciousexplicit,
and often admirably articulated, the architectural knowledge of
individuals has little impact beyond their immediate sphere of
acquaintance. I believe we could raise the level of architectu-
ral performance if our ways of thinking about it allowed designers
to share a universe of discourse in which knowledge could be
systematically verified and expanded. The difficulty, of course,
is to find something all architects will perceive in'the same
way as to both content and significance. If Kuhn is as right
about the origin and function of intellectual paradigms3 as I
think he is, nothing less than experiments(about how people use
the environment or go about designing it) verfifiable in Tokyo,
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Boston, or Nairobi can establish shared architectural theories.
While we cannot easily test the architectural product be-
cause it really has to be done full-scale, we can experiment with
its producer and his working methods as an ensemble. If we can
identify-some invariant aspects of the building design process,
we can begin to develop a paradigm all architects can use as a
design aid. I believe a way to do this is to observe designers
at work on an architectural problem. I will not attempt to justi-
fy this expectation on elaborate rational grounds; instead, I
will relate how I came to this point of view and explore it in
some detail in later chapters.
Origin of Interests
I learned to design buildings in architecture school. I
then suspected, and am now convinced, I was not as well taught
as I could have been. The pedagogic program concerned itself with
a rationally graded series of design problems of increasing spa-
tial and social complexity; it was a parallel to the way in which
physics and mathematics were taught. These latter fields have
shared paradigms about the definitionsolution, and evaluation
of problems which justify the teaching method. In architectural
school, I found only the pretense of such theoretical underpin-
nings. Where I had been led to expect a shared body of architec-
tural theory about the experience and design of the physical en-
vironment, I found a mishmash of opinion,slcppy logic, and indif-
f erenc e t o -tierif i able.. hypotheses . Starting wi th "f undamentals "
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students and professors alike felt impelled to supply and defend
their own insights as the proper concern of architecture. The
picture of architecture which emerged was not rich; I found it
a demoralizing intellectual chaos. When I graduated and went to
work, competing points of view shrank to one: the boss'. It was
not in fact necessary to resolve theoretical issues in order to
function. The urgency of making systematic sense of the field
vanished and I let the matter drift from conscious attention.
Later , I was exposed to ideas which rekindled my interest
in the possibility of shared architectural paradigms. But after
initial excitement, none seemed worth serious pursuit. While
examining these approaches. and formulating objections to them,
I refined and expanded my own ideas of what an architectural pa-
radigm ought to be. I came to feel that theory should help the
working designer rather than the critic. The paradigm would have
to state what design was about as an individual mental activity
and what strategies were made possible by available tools. Until
I stopped looking at these requirements from the perspective of
architectural form - as I had been led to do in school -, I was
stumped because th- discussion of the properties of the architectu-
ral product consists mainly of unverifiable opinion. The con-
cepts used in institutional change studies led me to examine the
design process from the point of view of the activities of its
chief actor: the designer. What internal and external constraints
did he perceive as he wcrked? From asking how: the physical en-
vironment/architectural product affects its users, I went to
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asking myself what is the individual process of design like?
Why not- see, I wondered, what designers actually do while invent-
ing the solution to a design problem? How do they come up with
ideas, test them, resolve difficulties? By concentrating on
problem solving procedures, I hoped to uncover generalizations
about the design process that could be an aid to designers as
they worked.
In the following section of this study, I trace the history
of these questions in more elaborate detail.
History of Hunch
The origin of my ideas about the need for a body of theory
regarding architectural experience and design process lies in
my school experience. I realized early that it was relatively
easy to agree if a design proposal was logically organizedbut
well nigh impossible to determine if it was an appropriate res-
ponse to the problem. The latter debate was framed in rational
sounding terms which on inspection proved to be only opinion if
one did not share a proponent's theories. I did not lose interest
in these dramatic discussions, but I no longer expected them to
reveal much that would help me to design better buildings.
The only consistent aspect of design I observed during
those school years was that difficulties in the organization
of form were more often resolved by a change in the point of
view about the range of permissible solutions than by continued
exhaustive analysis along a given line. Insight seemed to consist
6of restructuring solution constraints which made an answer to
several simultaneous difficulties obvious. Some of the literature
on creativity confirmed this observation; but as it went on in-
terminably about the occasions of creativity rather than its
practical exerciseI lost interest.
In Planning School , I was exposed to planning process
models and the controversies surrounding them. It was clear
that insofar as design was an act of forethought,. I had ex-
pected designers to behave synoptically: to have precisely de-
finedstable goals and criteriaknow all the facts, and gene-
rate and analyze all the alternatives for an optimum solution
- events as improbable in architecture as in most other fields.
No one I knew behaved in this way, but I considered it an ideal
towards which one must strive; the more nearly one approximated
this approach, the better one's designs. Instead, I began to
think that a useful design theory should be stated in terms of
working tools: drawings, models, insight modesetc.. My inte-
rest in planning process models predictably waned because they
provided no clues for proceeding further towards my goal.
When I came across design method studies, I was excited
by the promise of systematic procedure. The rigor of these ideas
was invigorating, but by now unconvincing because it seemed im-
material to these methods whether man or machine executed their
solution algorithms. I agreed with the intent of making all pro-
cedure explicit,i.e. testable, but the focus was too far away
from i.ndividual architectural invention to hold my attention.
7Courses on institutional behavior excited me next because
of the parallel I saw between a social organization facing
change and a designer working out a design proposal. The dyna-
mics of the social group dealing with a crisis seemed precisely
those of the designer developing his proposals. Once again, there
was little help in how to experiment with any of this in archi-
tectural terms. However, the concepts of learning systems and
existential problem solving seemed much better frameworks for
thinking about the contents of design process paradigms than
what I had been using. By focusing attention on the here and now
situation, habitual expectations, and the capacities of toOls for
molding behavior, these concepts suggested areas of the design
process in which to concentrate.
The fields of Artificial Intelligence and Psychology f as-
cinated me next because they studied learning and human problem
solving experimentally. They theorized on the basis of experi-
mental observation rather than unsupported opinion as in archi-
tecture school. I began to feel it was possible to generate an
explanation of how designers go about des1ying buildings that
could be verified in Tokyo or Nairobi.
The= riment
The question of what to observe was realtively easy. With
limited resources, I should be looking at typical units of the
design process - as distinct from the whole or small elements.
A building project proceeds from the sensing of unmet needs
8through programming, parti design, design development, working
drawings,bids, construction, to occupancy. Broadly speaking, each
phase involves identification and understanding of needs and per-
formance criteria, the invention or selection of means to satisfy
them, and the communication of those decisions for execution by
others, Of these categories of problem solving, the second through
the fifth are the most clearly identified as the core of archi-
tectural practice. Focusing on those which were accessible both
to my expertise and practitioners' introspection excluded pro-
gramming and working drawings. Myer and Krauss4 have shown how
central the parti stage is to the final architectural product;
it is in fact the period during which the structureorganization,
and character of a form proposal and ultimately the building is
arrived at. If every architectural design process has a parti
stage, the experiment which suggested itself to me was to ob-
serve as many designers as possible in its steps. Then, I would
see if their behavior in parti-design displayed any recognizable
patterns that might be aspects of a theory of the design process.
Making the observations into an experiment rather than case
histories is straightforward: give subjects the same design pro-
blem. Eastman did it with a bathroom redesign problem . My own
preference is to use a small, but complete, building sketch pro-
blem whose solution does not involve learning new space-use re-
lations. By concentrating designers' attention on a general
rather than detail plane, I expect to make specifically archi-
tectural problem solving considerations more salient.
9The question of what to look for in these experiments, at
least as a starting point, is more difficult. I believe that
looking at the properties of the design process rather than its
product can clarify many hithertb opaque architectural issues.
My hunch is that observing what architects actually do in deve-
loping a building design will suggest more useful ways of think-
ing about this activity than built-form evaluations and may event-
ually lead to the formulation of a design process theory. The
hunch is not itself a specific hypothesis of designer behavior
or strategy; it is an idea of how to go about discovering them.
I propose to first provide a general description of the
tools and behavior of the designer in the parti stage. Then
I will discuss two typical architectural modelt of parti design
in terms of their assumptions about designers' problem solving
behavior. Next I will present De Bono's and Simon and Newell's
models of the mental mechanisms of problem solving behavior in
general in order to see what they suggest about designer behavior
in the parti stage. Finally, I will compare both sets of models
with the observed problem solving behavior of the subjects in
my experiments.
Through this analysis of inspirationalrationalpragmatic,
and experiemental models of designers as problem solvers, I want
to see what they assert about: 1) The origin of form ideas and
solution path alternatives, 2) The mode of exploring data and
proposals,3) The origin and use of test criteria, 4) The cues
which suggest pursuit of abandonment of a line of enquiry. The
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experimental observations will attend to the same questions to
make comparison possible.
In this research, I intend to concentrate on sketching a
paradigm of designer behavior rather than developping built
form -use/design models. by observation of working designers'
procedures. I expect this will lead me into four categories of
ideas: 1) Descriptions of what designers did in arriving at a
parti proposal together with some reflections on that process,
2) What skills and tools were used and how they may be thought
about as procedural aids, 3) Suggestions for additional expe-
riments which could test and refine the ideas above, 4) Sug-
gestions on new teaching approaches based on these considera-
tions. Present resources limit me to studking the first two
categories in some detail and only recording those ideas which
that pursuit suggests in the other areas.
The next chapter summarizes the tools and circumstances
of parti design from the point of view of the actor in the
design process: what conditions does the designer face? The
representational media commonly available to designers are
discussed in terms of their capacity to carry two kinds of
ustful itformation: simulation of three-dimensional relationships
and tests of built/proposed form use. Then I provide a description
of how parti design proceeds and present some speculations on
how it might be explained as a model procedure other designers
could follow in their own work.
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What Desipmers Do
Briefly stated, the architect's task is to take a set of
space use requirements, make them into a building proposal,and
supervise its construction. The designer's role is to transform
the program, whether its space use requirements are precise or
not, into a design/form proposal commonly called the parti. Al-
though neither easy nor mechanical , the remainder of the design
process is straightforward and can be done piecemeal. The fasci-
nation and challenge of the parti is that the designer must in
one stage arrive at an overall order for the project. It consists
of descriptions of how the space uses and forms of the event-
ual building are proportioned, organized, and related; the
parti is, in a word, the concept of the building.
The designer can use four resources in parti design; the
program, consultations with clients and experts, his own abili-
ties and knowledge, and representational media. A brief example
will clarify how he uses these tools as he works:
Suppose program requirements include a suite of rooms.
The designer has to decide what such spaces will be in terms of
shape,size, volume, and use. He does this by simulating and e-
valuating possible realities with the support of various media:
drawings, models, photographs or movies, his own memories, talk-
ing with others, or the results of presenting a previous pro-
posal. The principal advantage of the graphic media is that ma-
nipulating them is like performing full-scale experiments with
physical realities; complicated spatial relationships can be
proposed and evaluated at a glance. The designer synthesizes all
12
these inputs to provide the physical form of the desired suite
or make them the occasion for inventing a new spatial configu-
ration. Seeing the designer's interpretation of his intentions,
the client or his representative ( often the designer himself)
may change or replace his requirements; or the designer may
point out opportunites. or consequences neither he nor the pro-
grammer had foreseen. By repaeating the sequence of requirement
definition, proposal making, and reaction for progressively
larger chunks of the project,participants in parti design gra-
dually convergeto in-context agreement of what they want done
and how. The parti is considered complete when the people in-
volved in its design are ready to start preparing for working
drawings - whether the readiness arisesfrom design completion
or time/money pressures. At this end point, the parti consists
not only of drawings and models, but also of the ideas held
about it by participants in its development. If at first, form
proposals are used as trial balloons to discover what is really
wanted. they later become test beds of design completion. The
decisions which the final parti proposal reflects are only ful-
ly justifiable within the context its designers gradually de-
velop in the interaction of presuppositions, discussion, and
reaction to intermediate proposals.
Given this general description of the parti design pro-
cess, let me discuss it in greater detail.
What does the destgner do once the client hands him the
program? His intentions are not only to meet program require-
13
merits, but also to develop a form proposal he personally
finds esthetically satisfying. A program used to be what the
client told the architect he needed in the way of rooms, sizes,
groupings, adjacencies, budget limits, etc. Today, where the
complexity and expense of projects is great, programming has
become a specialized form of planning. Requirements are re-
searched by expert staffs and made specific by room typefur-
nishings, square foot costs, desired spatial character, func-
tional grouping, and time use patterns. Before he can make a
proposal or have any sort of reaction, the designer has to as-
similate the material. Program content is meaningless to him
until he orders it into some familiar configuration.
DNring the first pass at the new data, the designer can-
not-avoid placing program requirements into his own pre-exist-
ing categories. How else can he make it manageable? The infor-
mation at this command consists of what he already knows about
parti design as problem solving, his memories of previous pro-
jects and physical environments, and the program requirements
he recognizes as meaningful ( recognition implying resemblance
to something in the previous two categories). By presupplying
a model of order: what is significant, what isn't, and in
what sequence to consider facts, the designer can make a first
try at fitting a physical form to the needs expressed in the
program. Unless he can find a pre-existing form to meet those
requirements exactly, he is forced to adapt or invent forms to
suit. Making an order that wasn't there before is the proto-
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typical design activity whether at the detail, subproblem, or
total project scale. From the first exploratory search to the
final parti proposalevery different spatial organization the
designer proposes involves an inventive leap.
Once a new form proposal has been made, however imper-
fectly, it can be tested for meeting the requirements of use,
space accommodations, construction sequences, esthetic prefe'-
rences and so on whether supplied by the programmer, designer,
or speeial conditions. In The Function of Testing During Archi-
tectural Design5, Weinzapfel examines the nature of design
tests. He defines a test as : "... a comparison between the act-
ual values of some aspect of the design and some value which it
is supposed to achieve. The results of the test are acceptable
within certain limits and unacceptable beyond those limits.".6
According to Weinzapfel, tests have two simultaneous aspects:
A) measurement of the value of a given design parameter, B)lhow
near this value comes to a pre-defined normative goal of per-
formance. Testing ,however, is only of value if it provides
feedback about fit of conditions to expectations in ways for
which the designer already has categories or the readiness to
form new ones. The progress of the parti iterations is a direct
consequence of the tests applied to information and to form pro-
posals. In this respect, parti development depends heavily on
how the designer values things, i.e. on his internal context.
To recapitulate this description of designer behavior in
parti design: First, he assimilates program information to dis-
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cover what the problem is; second, he responds to program re-
quirements by finding, adapting, or inventing a form proposal;
third, he tests how far the proposal meets his performance and
normative expectations for the project- is it a good, bad, or
to-be-explored further answer?; fourth, he re-adjusts his pro-
blem definition, proposals, or tests to account for the new in-
formation and, if necessary, begins another iteration. Parti
design involves cycling through these steps under the guidance
of a problem solving strategy which is, hopefully, responsive
to information uncovered in previous steps.
During the first few steps in the process. the only possi-
ble source of useful content and decisions is the designer him-
self. As parti design proceeds, the inputs with which the designer
operates become less and less a priori. They are no longer in-
jections to the process , but responses to what has already been
established. Both architectural design elements and the social
and intellectual context in which they are embedded develop over
time. Insofar as its participants and products are concerned,
parti development is a self-sophisticating process.
If designers cannot recognize the new except by fitting it
into the often Procrustean bed of the familiar, how can they
possibly learn anything, much less invent new forms? This ob-
vious question is not trivial because answering it is a direct
consequence of the conceptual frameworkS within which we think
about designers' activities. If we believe intelligent behavior,
including invention, is basically a logical manipulation of dis-
16
crete, timelessly fixed facts or if we believe people think by
holistic image shifts or transformations, we shall have very
different expectations, understandings, and teaching advice
about the parti design process. It seems to me that any expla-
nation of how designers solve their problems must, however im-
plicitly, take some position on the issue of how people think.
Any theory of the design process which aspires to be a
design aid must also adopt some position with respect to the
level of explanation it considers sufficient. Ote could seek
to explain one's procedure so exactly that other persons, given
the same input infomation, would duplicate one's results. Or
one could be satisfied if the explanation or procedure enabled
others to produce something functionally equivalent or better.
The level of explanation requiredAand prepares one to look for
different evidence in the design process.
In the first case, one would need an algorithm specifying
one's grasp and reaction to uncertainty; it would be necessary
to describe the internal context which inteprets data, how ca-
tegoriesformsetc., are invented. In short, an entire mind and
personality would have to be modelled to guarantee results. In
the second case, one needs only to specify the nature .of
the subject matter, problem solving mechanisms/strategies, and
leave problem solving to the invidividual problem solver's inge-
nuity. There is no longer a guarantee of equivalent output unless
theprqeerties of knowledge and design methods somehow display
similar causal relationships to every designer.
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It seems to me that any explanation of designer' behavior
in the parti- rests, at least implicitly, on some variation of
these two extreme descriptions of intelligent activity. I do not
expect to resolve the puzzle, but believing with Daley and Stru-
der in the importance of exposing fundamental assumipttons ,to
discussion, I wish to examine some architectural models of the
parti design process in these terms.
Parti Design Models
The description of parti events in the previous chapter,
leads me to ask what problem solvers, rather than their solutions,
have in common. This cannot be answered without experiment or
without some explanation of how people solve difficulties by
thinking: how they process and transform information. To this
end, architectural models of the design process are related and
examined for assumptions.In a following chapter, I summarize
psychological studies of human problem solving and extrapolate
them to designer behavior. Finally, in the second part of this
study, I confront some'of the ideas that arise in these discus-
sions with direct observations of designers at work.
I believe designing is learned by apprenticeship and
practiced as a craft; as a consequence, architects ptte little
effort. in establishing a common base of verifiable architectural
theorie s. C onvent ional models of design proc edure are diffi1-
cult to state because they are not considered important enough
to summarize; they consist of scattered remarks designers make
18
about themselves and their work. By and large these opinions fall
to inspirational or rational extremes. They are descriptions of
steps involved in che design process and of conditions which
encourage creativity. I have chosen two examples to represent
each of the extreme points of view about the nature of design
activity.
Inspirational Model: this model of designer problem-solv-
ing behavior is typified in Corbusier's remark : " Creation is
a patient search. ".This view evolved from the difficulties de-
signers experienced in devising good form proposals. In this
view, once the designer is given the program he works very hard
to understand what the problem is; generates many alternative
solutions by invention,imitation. or borrowing, and soon reali-
zes none of them are satisfactory; a period,sometimes called
incubationsometimes frustration, follows in which no answer
seems possible; the impasse is rather suddendly resolved by a
flash of insight wherein the problem reveals its own elegant
logic; after this step, design is still arduous work, but cons-
ists of straightforward filling-in of blanks within a coherent
outline. This sequence is believed to hold for solving the whole
:0 problem or any of its parts.
The inspirational model is too direct a reflection of
designers' experience not to recognize the central role played
by individual ability in the generation of alternatives and the
synthesis of information into poetic forms. Some people simply
invent better things than others, be they recipes,mathematical
19
proofs, or buildings. In this model, the mind ( both conscious
and unconscious) transforms facts into architectural solutions
by a mysterious personal alchemy; the only explanation of form
proposals /creativity is as an in-dwelling attribute of person-
ality: " When an artist spits, it's art."7 . In the inspiration-
al model, the difference in designers' abilities is seen as so
overwhttming it becomes magical. No content related mechanism
is suggested for problem solving; creativity cannot be taught,
only encouraged. Nevertheless, because of its origin in the
problem solving experience of working designers, this model
makes an effort to refuel inspiration in seemingly hopeless
situations: What does one do when the nth alternative proposal
does not work? The design aids provided consist of rules-of-
thumb about redefinition of the problem represented in such
works as those of Straus and Glegg.
In Problem Solving Notebook8 , Straus reports a compre-
hensive study of ways in which designers can coax their ima-
ginations to produce. Not knowing why an alternative doesn't
work and having no idea where to turn to next is the typical
to
designer's dilemna. The remedy Straus suggests isAstructure
the problem in different terms or from a new point of view. He
sees the difficulty as arising from inability to get out of a
fruitless line of inquiry; his study contains rough definitions
and examples of 75 or so pairs of strategies to break bttof this
sort of impasse, e.g. compare-relate, search-select. His cata-
log goes so far as to specify that for trouble i one should try
20
strategies ,k,l,..,n to which the designer can presumably
adapt his particular situation with small effort.
Like architects, engineers have accummulated lore for
coaxing the intractable beast of creativity. Glegg's The Dee
sign of Design presents typical advice of this sort:
" (1) Beware of intrinsic impossibilities
(2) Beware of pseudo-technical words
(3) Define problems in figures or configurations"9
These guides to inventivenesswhich are sign-
posts and not moving staircasescan be summari-
zed as follows:
(1) Concentration and relaxation
(2) Do not be conditioned by tradition
(3) Complicate to simplify
(4) Make allies twith the natural forces involved]
(5) Divide up and tidy up
(6) Feedback from physical sciences
(7) Don't despise the untutored inspiration"10
The advice is good but not operational in the way I believe is
necessary for a design aid. How does one know one is facing an
intrinsic impossiblity and not simply a mistaken approach?
In summary, the inspirational model of designer behavior
does not believe thought processes can be fathomed and so re-
stricts itself to descrptions of steps and rules-of-thumb as
design aide. Design method is not considered to have much to
do with.quality of product except insofar as it creates condi-
tions favorable to creative insight.
Rational ModelxIn Notes ontheSynthesis of Formil, Alex-
ander develops the basis for a rational parti design method that
is typical of those that go beyond imitation of the procedure of
eminent architects. An analysis, not detailed in this book, led
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him to say : " I believe that the great architect has in the
past always been aware of the patterned similarity of problem
and process, and it is only the sense of this similarity of
structure that ever led him to the design of great forms."1 2
Alexander proposes a two part method to make this resource
available to other designers: 1) a procedure for rational analy-
sis of program requirements , 2) a separate synthetic, form-
making phase. I will discuss this proposal under three head-
ings which-seem appropriate for examination of an attempt to
encompass the design process as a logical mechanism.
First, the nature of the subject matter: Alexander belie-
ves the architect's role is the provision of form(for human
use) His method rests on the existence of invariant, universally
recognizable - aspects of form use: human activities such as
cooking,conversingetc.. For him every element of form can be
dissected into a 16gioal'hierarchic structure of components via
an analysis of its impact on use. Each component.is-regarded as
a unit of a larger component as well as a pattern for its own
sub-units. In other words, he believes architectural form and
its uses follow laws we can discover and justifiably use.
Second, the nature of the information processing systems
Alexander believes people perceive form in two simultaneous ways:
as what it is and as what it does. He also feels that " The in-
congruities in the ensemble are the primary data of experience" 11
He explicitly assumes that these conflicts between form and expect-
ed uses will be essentially the same for all observers. He does
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not think the mind automatically organizes experience, but that
irk.
some effort must be made to structure information.logical hier-
archies if we are to manipulate it deliberately. He considers
designing form to be an act of invention, not selection; yet he
does not seem to care how it happens, I am left to speculate
that Alexander believes the quality of invention is more con-
ditioned by the logical coherence and structure of the data pre-
sented to imagination than by individual designers' ability.
Third, the contents of the design method: In Alexander's
proposal, the function of the programming phase is to define
activity requirements unequivocally enough to direct the designer
in devising a form whose use will occasion no conflicts. The
self-conscious method proposed requires that such misfits: " Any
state of affairs in the ensemble which derives from the inter-
action between form and context, and causes stress in the ensem-
ble,is a misfit.o14 , be identified and organized into a logical
problem definition before the designer invents any building form.
The judgements made in this procedure can only have their basis
in the designer's previous knowledge of form and its use. Pro-
gramming by this method means transforming activity requitements
into what Alexander calls misfit variables.
A misfit can only be made into a variable if there is a
scale along which to measure performance, not necessarily in a
quantitative manner. If all variables are 1) of equal importance,
2) independent of each other, 3) as specific and,hence,numerous
as possible, a finite number of spaces uses can be identified
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for each design problem. They are then grouped into functional
units of non-conflicting uses. Given these conditions, i.e. a
finite set of variables consisting of uniquely defined,logical-
ly independent groups joined by single links, it is possible
to create a graph known as a pro-
gram decomposition tree (fig.,1 ).
In practice, the synoptic require-
ment of exhaustive completeness of
variables is amended to the best
one can do. But since each designer
defines the nodes of the graph uni-
quely, he can only construct one
fig. 1
such tree. The programming procedure
yiels: 1) a series of independently soluble subproblems, 2) an
order of solution,i.e. up the tree from its bottom, and 3) ensu-
res that the solution order of horizontal subunits does not mat-
ter because they are hierarchically equivalent. The procedure
is only valid if the program decomposition tree is an abstract
summary of the desired characteristics of all forms that would
satisfy the program.Alexanderls method for constructing the
tree is intended to guarantee those results by its logical
origin and structure.
The second step in Alexander's parti design method is pro-
gram realization, i.e. synthesis of organized information into
a form proposal. Since misfit identification occurred by ref e-
rence to form, the program can be expressed as a constructive
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diagram representing both facts and physical relationships
without distorting eitheri.e. no information is lost in mak-
ing it. The production of this diagram is an act of invention
by the designer based on the logical structure of the problem
revealed by the program decomposition tree. Whatever form the
designer creates necessarily matches the pattern of the problem.
In Alexander's method, design consists of successive ace
cretions or combinations of ever more inclusive constructive
diagrams- as subproblems are solvedthe designer moves up the
decomposition tree. What Broadbent calls analogue take-over:
turning analytic diagrams into final form proposals1 5 is more
than an accident in this proposed method; it is the heart of
the approach.
For Alexander, the meaning of architectural form lies in
the use people make of it - a humanistic bias departing from
most esthetic canons. Recognizing that designers are caught in
a self-conscious rather than experiential situation, he provides
a logical mechanism to organize and display space-use information
for the invention of form. He does not seem to care what parti-
cular form the designer proposes because it will satisfy use
criteria and have no misfits- or at least as few as feasible.
The difficult and important thing for him is that each designer
produce his own unique logical definition of the problem.
Summary of conventional parti models: Most architectural
models of parti design fall between the two extremes of unfathom-
able inspiration and rational analysis. They usually present
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some strategy such as: design from the inside out,express the
structure,form follows function, make your building anonymous,
coupled to some method such as: select a site, draw bubble dia-
grams, develop floor plans and sectionsdraw elevationsmake
a model,etc.. With these models design can only be taught by
apprenticeship because direct personal experience supplies the
links between strategycontentmethodand technique which the
explanation does not provide. To my mind, the peculiar draw-
back of these inspirational approaches is that they are not
explicit. There is no built-in way of distinguishing which
aspects of the procedure work and which are merely ritual ata-
visms; their logical structure and relevance cannot be easily
debated by a community of practitioners.
By cnntrast, rational approaches such as Alexander's
model provide a logical mechanism which can be debated and,
as a result, improved. By describing invariant elements (acti-
vities) with which to interpret form, an operational criterion
for decisions( misfits), and a systematic design procedure, it
also gives the designer aid of a sort he can use himself. He
is stpplied with criteria for associating aspects of the sub-
ject matter with design method. The designer still has to in-
vent form ,but is not at a loss in determining which data are
significant. The explicitness of his approach allows him to
manipulate both content and method when he is stuck.
Along with its virtues, Alexander's model has some dif-
ficulties. The most interesting one in terms of this study is
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that designers do not seem able to construct a unique program
decomposition tree prior to completion of a final form propo-
sal. Is this a failure of designer training or of the method?
The pragmatic test suggests that the method is somehow at fault
in expecting designers to behave in a way they cannot. I belie-
ve the problem is endemic to rational design methods and ori-
ginates in their understanding of how designers solve problems.
Rational approaches emphasize the logical relations and
structure of knowledge; they reflect the belief that the only
real knowledge is that which is logically structured. Whatever
the mind does which is not directly inolved in developing such
knowledge structures is not considered relevant to an explana-
tion of problem solving. Consequently, the thrust of these me-
thods is to help designers uncover logical structure in their
problems,.. Since that structure is, by definition, the same
for all designers because it consists of :foirmally defined ca-
tegories, rational design methods make no great effort to ac-
count for the differences in individual abilities.
It seems-to me- that ,as Dreyfus observes," ...although
science requires that the skilled performance be described ac-
cording to rules, these rules need in no way be involved in pro-
ducing the performance."1 6 . I believe rational design methods
such as Alexander's confuse the requirements of communicating
ideas with those of developing them. In so doing they assume the
meaning of program requirements to be the same for all problem
solvers,i,e, that meaning consists only of the logical-defini-
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tions and relationships which can assigned to facts. But if the
definition of "two bedroom house" does not mean exactly the same
thing to designers in Tokyo and Boston, it cannot be the basis
for unequivocal discourse between them. In all likelihood, the
two architects will still manage a meaningful conversation,but
only because they internally compensate for the deficiencies of
the logical definition.
If a designer cannot a priori tell what a requirement
really "means" independently of his personal experience, a ra-
tional design method cannot be guaranteed to work. In other words,
a designer- cannot be told that a design method works on
logical grounds because its success is a property of the problem
solver and not of the subject matter or the solution method.
The inspirational models of parti design reflect the as-
sumption that mental operations cannot be fully understood or
described as situation-free elements; as a result, they do not
attempt to link internal mental operations with problem content
or design method. They are recitals of devices which designers
have found to be helpful in problem solving but without any ate
tempt at examining why. Inspirational models are conceived and
presented as catechisms to be believed rather than understood.
I believe it is impossible to devise a design method
without some notion ,however implicit, of how the mind of the
problem solver works- how it perceives facts,how it compares
them with memories, how it develops new solutions. To reduce ef-
f ort wsastednmeeting impossible:.dermands, it seems useful to match
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the operations of a design method to the characteristics of
human information processing mechanisms. In my estimation, the
architectural models of parti design fail as design aids preci-
sely because they do not reflect an accurate understanding of
how designers go about problem solving. On the one hand, we have
a mysterious alchemy; on the other, a denial of the impact of
individual differences. I find it silly to strive after ideal
design methods which deny my experience of both intuitive and
logical episodes in parti design. Prior to proposing any parti
design method, I believe it is necessary to state a verifiable
mental mechanism. In particular, I want to know the occasions
and conditions of anlytic and intuitive thought and whether in-
formation must be organized/accessed differently in each of
these modes. Discussing research in this field leads to a long
excursion outside the immediate concerns of architectural thought,
Problem Solving Models
Devising an explanation of how designers solve problems
requires assumption/ identification of invariant features of
that process. In general, the observed reactions of designers
aeen Asod1 9
to a design problem is to AImostly in one of two modes: A)
Analytic: breaking down the problem into diagrams,matrices, fea-
ture surveysetc., or B) Holistic/Poetic: structuring the pro-
blem by one or more encompassing images, metaphors,analogies,or
evocations of earlier experience. The former attempts to build
up understanding piecemeal while the latter imposes a pre-con-
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ceived order to be tested with local evidence. A fundamental
question is whether these two modes reflect different approa-
ches to problem solving or are manifestations of a single un-
derlying process.
The analytic strategy for problem solving is to learn the
meaning of the unknown matetial by testing its aspects one at a
time according to categories whose properties are already knon.
The effect of this procedure is to hold off solution ( invention
of form in the designer's case) until facts have acquired expli-
cit meaning in a newly formed context. If this model of designer
behavior is accurate, it means he builds up stable knowledge
structures incrementally. Pask's observations areNproblem sol-
vers operate in this mode with as few variables as possible using
a minimum of analogies to guide themselves.
In the analytic procedure, the designer behaves so that
his solution process appears to consist of counting out among
alternative form proposals generated by logical analysis of the
program requirements, e.g. Alexander's method.. A rule-like model
of intelligence describes this behavior and the progress of
the parti design satisfactorily, although it leaves the origin
of criteria,fit, and form invention ambiguous. It makes sense
of what happens ,but not of how it appears in a person's mind.
By contrast, the holistic strategy for problem solving
applies an already-meaningful structure to the unknown material
and then goes about testing it for fit to requirements. This
approach emphasizes the fieldwand-ground / image-like character
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of the internal experience of knowledge. Pask's observations1 f
are that, in this mode, designers tolerate and ,indeed, welcome
ambiguity; they proceed by juggling four or five ill-defined
variables and models simultaneously until something fits both
program requirements and their normative expectations.
In the poetic procedure, the designer progresses by dis-
jointed steps seemingly based on personal associations rather
than strictly functional aspects of the problem. The typical
holistic judgement is " I like" rather than " A therefore B ".
How he generates these alternatives or evaluates feedback is
baffling because it does not seem to be Jogically predictable.
Vie have no rules for explaining mental associations and no means
of determining what the contents of a designer's mind are. It is
of course possible that the designer is unconsciously following
some set of procedural rules acquired over time. But these are
so inacessible to verification as to be useless in building the
kind of mechanism being sought to explain parti design.
The first mode of problem solving discussed above proceeds
by incremental variation and adaptation of a growing body of
facts; the second progresses by discrete jumps of complex mental
representations. Are they both instances of a single mental me-
chanism or different processes? Lurking behind answers to this
queStion is&-the issue of whether some design methods are inhe-
rently better than others because they are more in tune with
how people really think in problem solving. I have found two
models of probl n solving behavior which are architecturally
3'
interesting: De Bono's and Simon and Newell's. In their very
different ways they both suggest that problem solving proce-
dures are not determined solely by the categories with which
facts are unequivocally communicated. They suggest that ob-
servable regularities of problem solving behavior may be pro-
perties of how people think rather than of what they think
about.
I9
In Lateral Thinking, de Bono suggest that themind functions
as so a mechanism which does not actively determine the meaning
of facts. He believes the mind is not a machine, but an(unex-
plained)environament which lets information organize itself into
patterns - themselves undefined, presumably a common meaning of
the word is intended. Once formed, patterns can be manipulated;
the more they are used, the more firmly established they become
as means of experiencing information and knowledge. Accepted
patterns encode themselves and a person need only collect enough
information to identify a pattern to evoke it into conscious-
ness. Memory is like a landscape which is not only a record of
the forces that have acted on it, but also a determinant of how
new forces impinging, on it affect it; in this sense, it is a
passive self-organizing surface0 Which part of this surface is
activated by new information depends on what is being perceived,
what was just perceived, and the state of the surface ( i.e. the
history of the landscape in the metaphor). The limited attention
span of human beings means that only a single,coherent area of
memory is activated at any one time- namely the most recent
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and related pattern. Memory is not only self-organizing, but
also self-maximizing- that is tends to stay on given tracks.
In short , the mind is a device which inherently and automati-
cally creates coded patterns of its surroundings stored in an
associative, time-dependent memory.
l'he advantages of an information processing system or-
ganized on the basis of preset patterns are those of quick re-
cognition and reaction. De Bono lists twelve specific disadvan-
1906tages of such a system , the most interesting of which are:
resistance to the introduction of new patterns, centering: per-
ceptual resemblance leading to the assimilation of new informa-
tion into existing patterns, the sequence of arrival of infor-
mation dominates the recall of patterns, snap changes from one
pattern to another rather than continuity, and the tendency of
patterns to get larger without limit. In short, the mind is bias-
'not
ed in favor of establishing conceptual patterns, but Acr ft re-
structuring or updating them.
According to de Bono people can think in two ways within
this environment: vertically or laterally. Vertical thinking is
synonymous with logical thinking, i.e. by a sequence of steps
each of which must be right before proceeding to the next. It
is a selective mechanism which, by using information for its own
sakeallows problem solvers to developrefine, and prove the
validity of conceptual patterns. However, this process can only
operate once a perceptual choice has been produced for examina-
tion. The generation of alternatives Ais riot -itself -a rational-
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procedure, but the domain of what he terms lateral thinking.
It involves escape from old patterns, restructuring them ( in-
sight as reformulation of available information), and the pro-
voking of new patterns ( creativity). Lateral thinking uses
information for its effect and associations; it does not judge
data for consistencyworkability or practical consequences.
Since, along with humor, insight and creativity can only be
prayed for rather than willed, de Bono proposes symbolic exer-
cises and a verbal device to develop skill in lateral thinking
which education has ignored in favor of logic.
De Bono. defines a problem as the perceived difference bet-
ween what one has and ihat one wants. To solve a problem by lo-
gical thinking requires that one be right at every step; there-
fore, the stabilityinvulnerability, and situation-independence
of classification, labels, and rules of procedure is vital. This
process stops at the first set of adequate answers. By contrast,
lateral thinking does not problem solve as such; it generates
approaches to solutions; it seeks varieties of answers rather
than stopping at the first one. Because of its generative qua-
lities.it necessarily precedes the exercise of critical thought.
De Bono's proposal unites the two extremes of the conven-
tional model of parti design by giving inspirational and ration-
al thought different, but complementary roles. It has the dis-
tinct advantage of fitting with the introspection of inventive
behavior: some problems are logical, some are inventive, and
some involve both ways of working. The mechanism proposed in
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this theory allows for individuality of human actorssophisti-
cation of knowledge, and opens the possibility of directing in-
vention deliberately rather than scatter-shot fashion. The lat-
ter can be done by preloading memory with information about a
topic of interest. Yet, in a sense, it is a frustrating scheme
because it implies we cannot manipulate thought- contents direct-
ly and can only provide conditions for flowering.
Does de Bono's method of separating the inventive and ana-
lytic aspects of parti design work? Broadbent2 0 reports that it
is popular in England, but isntenthusiastic enough about the
results to go into detail. Like Synectics21' the success of the
prac-tice is not universal.
In Lateral Thinking de Bono provides little evidence for
his model of mental functioning. What is consciousness? Inten-
jkvowLUbqC
tionality? How do facts organize themselves; indeed why isAnot
an act of volition? What are patterns? How do they link? He does
not say and while his explanation appears to fit the introspect-
ed facts of problem solving, I am reluctant to accept it because
he presents so little supporting evidence. Simon and Newell, long
in the forefront of Artificial Intelligence efforts, have at-
tempted to discover mental mechanisms by experiment in order to
develop algorithms by rhich digital computers could simulate hu-
man problem solving behavior. Their resultsrather surprisingly,
buttress. most of de Bono's assertions.
In Human Problem Solvin&2 2 smari ze their c onc lus ions
about human problem solving behavior in five observations: 1)
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People can be treated as information processing systems.(.IPSs),
2) Any individual IPS can be simulated in any given task, 3)
Different people solve the same problem using substantially dif-
ferent programs, 4) The structure of these problems differs a
great deal, and 5) The task environment and the nature of the
problem solver determine problem solver strategy and behavior
far more than his information processing structure.2 3 , In terms
of this study of designer behavior, their conclusions are that
design methods cannot be specified across individual cases and
further that human ips structure is so neutral as to not deter-
mine behavior. Knowing how the mind works is not enough infor-
mation for understanding problem solving. The meaning of ideas
and experiences to the indi-vidual-: problem solver must be ac-
counted for to explain his behavior.
In Simon and Newell's models people's goals clearly affect
the course of their problem solving behavior. Each goal struc-
ture appears to carry tests of its completion. Goals evoke pro-
grams,correlate and direct problem solving strategy over long
periods of time. Goals must be described in accounting for pro-
blem solving behavior.
In this view, all problem solving is seen as taking place
in a closed problem space - closed because it occurs in a limit-
ing context partly determined by problem statement,goals, and
by externalities such as available external memory devices. Pro-
blem spaces can be modified,restructured ( is this insight?),or
replaced in the course of solution. As far as Simon and Newell
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can tell there is no rigid boundary between individuals follo-
wing a predetermined plan ( e.g. an analytic algorithm) and one
searching through a problem space in an unprogrammed fashion (e,g,
a holistic approach). In terms of this study the fact that the
organization of search has- no predictable impact on its success-
ful outcome suggest$no design methods can guarantee results.
Simon and Nevell characterize the invarianti.e. constant
across individuals, characteristics of problem spaces as follows:
" 1. The set of knowledge states is generated from a fini-
te set'of obijets,.relationsproperties, and so on,
and can be- repsented as a closed space of knowledge.
2. The set of operators is small and finite ( or at least
finitely generated).
3. The available set of alternative nodes in the space
to which the problem solver might return is very small;
in fact, it usually contains only one or two nodes.
4. The residence time in each particular knowledge state
before generation of the next state is of the order
of seconds.
5. The problem solver remains within a given problem
space for times of the order of at least tens of minu-
tes.
6. Problem solving takes place by search in the problem
space -i.e. by considering one knowledge state after
another until ( if the search is successful) a desired
knowledge state is reached. The moves from one state
to the next are mostly incremental.
7. The search involves backup- that is, return from time
to time to old knowledge states and hence the abandon-
ment of knowledge-state information ( although not ne-
cessarily of path information).
8. The knowledge is typically only moderate in size- con-
taining at most atfew hundred symbols, more typically
a few dozen. 2
In terms of this study, their description implies that a designer
can be expected to problem solve in a series of small steps,each
of which is contextually determined by its antecedents. It is
more of an ad-hoc than plan-determined exploration .
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Perceived task environment is seen as delimiting the pos-
sible problem spaces the problem solver explores. Simon and Ne-
well have found it impossible to describe it independently of
observer/actor characteristics- that is to say the designer:'s
perceived context/situation defines his problem solving possi-
bilities. The structure of the task environment is inherently
redundant; it relates kinds of operators with kinds of nodes in
knowledge states and also information across nodes; this du-
plication allows the human ips to map/predict from one problem
space into another or,similarly, from one knowledge state to
another. There is no neutral way of describing this vorld be-
cause the initial posing of the problem and solution programs
defineAin a uniquely personal way for the problem solver.
The observed preference of the -human.ipsr'is to solve pro-
blems by search within a problem space. Search methods are sur-
prisingly few: 1) Working forward, ie. selecting operators to
be used in the next step or 2) means-end analysis, i.e. select-
ing nev goals. In other words, there are only two main decision
points in guiding a search: evaluating knowledge states and se-
lecting operators. In Simon and Newell's view intelligence is
unpredictably exercised in the variations and mixesorderetc.,
of these two basic methods. Once a solution program is chosen
its seqbential order means that the behavior which follows is
determinate, barring errors.
Simon and Newell f eel there are f our conditions which any
theory of problem solving must account f or: 1) Only a f ew gross
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characteristics of human IPSs are constant over task and actor
variations, 2) The regularities are enough to say problem solv-
ing exists in a particular mental space, 3) The structure of
the task environment and the.posing of the problem determines
the structure of problem spaces, 4) The structure of the problem
space -determines the possible programs24 . In terms of this study
of parti design, these conditions mean that it is nearly impos-
sible to generate design methods applicable to all design pror
blems or ,given a single problem, a design method for all de-
signers; it must be remembered that the design method Simon and
Newell's conclusions apply to are those which associate, method
of solution with problem content.
The area of human commonality in problem solving which
could support a theory linking ontent and solution method is
very small. Human IPSs share 1) The same organizational zand
structural features, mostly identical memory structures and para-
simeters, 2) Some similarity because they make rational respon-
ses to problems, 3) Some similarity because they learn and de-
velop, i.e. become sophisticated, over time. These are the only
constant features of human IPSs Simon and Newell have found in
many years of extraordinarily detailed research; they are all
struc. ri characteristics implying nothing about the nature
or experience of knowledge and meaning.
The internal mental context of the problem solver determi-
nes how and in what way the individual proceeds in a way that
cannot be pre-specified by rules for distinguishing dependent
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from independent variables. Simon and Newell's conclusions
imply that rational design methods have no greater claim to
validity than other approaches; in fact, no prescription of
designer problem solving apptoacht assbciting- content andt me-
thod is experimentally defensible because that conjunction
misrepresents human IPS problem solving behavior.
The nature of the mental mechanisms uncovered in their
studies is such that there is no guarantee that the features
of a problem first selected as building blocks will continue
to be part of the edifice. Designers, like other problem solv-
ers, adapt their methods to both situation and problem content
according to ad-hoc perceptions of meaning. " Meaning" itself
seems to be a shifting amalgam of the individual's memories
and perceptions- something we cannot specify a priori for all
individuals. This conclusion supports de Bono's assertion of
the primacy of the designer's inner iiental environment in gene-
rating solution approachesin a way which is not logically pre-
dictable, i.e. is based on idiosyncratic associations.
And yet , the proposed mental mechanism has some charac-
teristics which - if true- seem to me to have an important bear-
ing on how designers should use the tools at their disposal.
In this respect, it seems possible to me to provide practical
design aids describing hov to adapt one's favored working methods
to the properties and limitations of our mental apparatus. It
is worth examining Simon and Newell's model in some detail be-
cause it suggests testable- hypoteheses about designer behavior.
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Simon and.Newell's Problem SolvingjModel
The evidence gathered by Simon and Newell in long and
careful observations of human problem solving behavior with
cryptarithmetic puzzles, cymbolic logic problems , and chess
playing has led them to a model in which IPS performance de-
pends chiefly on the properties of memory in terms of capacity,
accessing modes, and read, write, and decay times. They believe
it consists of four parts: 1) Elementary processes, 2) Short
term memory: STM, 3)External memory: EM, 4) Long term memory:
LTM. They summarize these human IPS characteristics as follows:
" 1. It is a serial system consisting of an active
processor, input ( sensory) and output (motor)
systems, an internal LTM and STM and an EM.
2. Its LTM has unlimited capacity and is organized
associattvely, its contents being symbols and
structures of symbols. Any stimulus configura-
tion that becomes a recognizable configuration
(chunk) is designated in LTM by a symbol. Writing
a new symbol structure that contains K familiar
symbols takes about 5K to 10K seconds of proces-
sing time. Accessing and reading a symbol out of
LTM takes a few hundred milliseconds.
3. Its STM holds about five to seven symbols, but
only about two can be retained for one task while
another unrelated task is performed. All the sym-
bols in STM are available to the processes( i.e.
there is no accessing or search of STM),
4. Its STM and LTM are homogeneous, in that sensory
patterns in all sensory modalities, processes,
and motor patterns are symbolized and handled i-
dentically in STM and LTM.
5 Its elementary processes take times of the order
of fifty milliseconds, but the overall rate of
processing is fundamentally limited by read rates
from LTM and EM.
6. EM ( the immediately available visual field) has
access times of the order of a hundred millisec-
onds ( the saccade) and read times to STM of the
order of fifty milliseconds. Write times are of
the order of a second per symbol for overlearned
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external symbols.
7. Its program is structured as a prcduction system;
the conditions for evocation of a production being
the presence of appropriate symbols in STM augment-
ed by the foveal EM.
8. It possesses a class of symbol structures, the goal 2
structures, that are used to organize problem solving." 5
Simon and Newell hypothesize that the operations of STM
are the irreducible elements of thought; they call them element-
ary processes. These are simple compare and replace operations
which involve one or two symbols at the most. Their belief
that the human IPS performs these operations serially does not
mean he cannot be aware of several things at once in ST.
The contents of STM are " .. a small set of symbols, each
of which can designate an entire structure of -arbitrary size
and complexity in LTM"26. Any activity requiring attention sub--
tracts from effective STM capacity. Simon and Newell remark that
STM information decays over time, i.e. people have to rehearse
data in order to keep it up to date. They don't believe this
matters much since problem solving is a self-paced activity.
STM errors are few, but obviously have msor impacts that cannot
be helped. Whether the human IPS accesses STM seriallyaddress
-Uise, by meaning, or some other mode is not known and probably
conten~ts
does not matter since STMAare essentially totally available at
any given time.
In this analysis STM capacity directly affects what the
human IPS can do at any given time. Functionally, it consists
of its contents plus the visual display in the foveal field.
The latter form of external memory increases SPM capcity and
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stability ( i.e. less need for rehearsal of information).
External memory access time is comparable with LTM ac-
cess time; consequently the human IPS can obtain information
with equal ease from either of them. Given that EM capacity
is essentially infinite, Simon and Newell feel that it is so
important no problem solving program be completely sperified
without a description of available EM devices. The difference
between LTM and EK read-write times affects the human IPS's
problem solving strategies; it is more efficient for him to
use programs already stored in LTM by previous experience or
in EM displays than to constantly build up such structures for
ad-hoc use. A designer,for example , will rely on routines he
already knows and use drawings he has already made instead of
redrawing them for every test of a sequence. (de Bono's pattern use)
Human information processing capacity appears to be rough-
ly the same for all individuals - only so many steps can be per-
formed within a given time period. These operations are executed
by a mechanism comprised of STM,LTM, and EM devices which can
only attend to a few symbols at once. It does not seem to matter
how much information these symbols condense and encode. The con-
tent and sequence of these chunks of knowledge are the key to
problem solving performance, but they vary with the individual.
De Groot's studies of chess players2 7 support Simon and
Newell's proposals. Grandmasters do not have better memories or
larger processing capacities than other players. Their behavior
is structured b; the already meaningful patterns/chunks by which
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they perceive the dispostion of chessmen. They employ their IPS
capacities in exploring the salient features of those patterns
rather than in testing the possible moves and interactions of
every piece on the board. As problem solvers, they do not handle
more symbols than lesser players; but their symbols are more pow-
ierful. Their perceptions, memories, and solution moves are cona
ditioned by the chunked patterns of significance they know. It
is not method that determines their problem solving behavior,
but the meaning and organization of their mental contents.
In terms of this study of parti design methods, Simon and
Newell's and de Groot's work suggest that the thrust of any ef-
ficient design method should be to: A) keep internal short term
memory as uncluttered as possible, B) increase the load on exter-
nal memory as much as possible, C) increase the repertory and
facilitate chunking of long term memories. In practical terms,
these characteristics suggest a basic hypothesis that a good
designer's problem solving approach implicitly, if not consciously,
recognizes these IPS limitations, and that he does it in at least
the following ways:
First, he deliberately strives to delay choice of problem
space. This is accomplished by discussing and comparing the im-
plications of parti proposals and programs.
Second, a corollary is thatwhen stuck , he preferential-
ly examines his goal structures before trying new proposals or
techniques. If Simon and Newell are right, goal structures car-
ry techniques and methods in their wake.
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Third, he continually strives to externalize his ideas
and form proposals into external memory devices thereby keeping
STM clear. By not requiring STM to hold both an object and tests
of its significance simultaneously, its capacity is freed for
invention and testing activities.
Fourth, he uses EM devices to display and correlate infor-
mation automatically, again freeing STM from having to perform
a task and retain its results. He uses representational media
as analoguous as possible to the final physical product, i.e.
perspective drawings and models.
Fifth, he strives to know as much as he can about design-
ing and using buildings in as many ways as possible. Yet sheer
quantity of facts is not enough; chunking of LTM contents is
what is really desired. No method is proposed for this heuris-
tic aspect of thought which markedly increases the designer's
effectiveness. ( Perhaps de Bono is right~nothing can be done.
to ensure or accelerate that process).
If Simon and Newell's model is accurate and my suggestions
follow from it, a betr designer necessarily behaves more along
these lines than a less able colleague. The basic hypothesis
is an educated guess. Of the other f ive, only the last: LTM
chunking , is a necessary and sufficient correlate of designer
skill much as it is with chess players in de Groot's studies.
In the first part of this study, I gradually progressed
to seeking a basis for designer behavior it the parti in the-
mental me chanisms involved in -pr oblemi s olving .. This explora-
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tion led me to the conclusion that neither logical descriptions
of facts nor mental mechanisms alone determine problem solving
behavior because they do not, and cannot, specify the meaning
of ideas for the designer. That is to say, design methods which
rely on the properties of ideas are not too likely to be power-a
ful unless those ideas refer to verifiably invariant aspects of
people's use and experience of the physical environment. Instead,
I am led to the view that the mental apparatus has verifiable,
limitations which any useful design method must respect. I have
expressed a first understanding of these in the six hypotheses
stated above. The first asserts that good designers respond
quite directly to human IPS characteristics and the last five
details specific guesses as to how they do it. In the next part
of this study, I propose to perform some experimental observa-
tions of designers at work to test these propositlpns'discuss
the results, and compare them with previously described models
of designer behavior in the parti design process.
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Experimental Method
The experiment consists of giving designers of different
levels of skill an architectural sketch problem, recording their
products and process, and making comparative analyses of their
protocols. It will be interesting to discover if such a simple
procedure yields any reliable information about A) what a skil-
led designer does more or better than a less skilled one, and
B) regularities of designers' problem solving. Practical design
aids can be based on both kinds of observations.
In the analysis of my observations,I expect to compare
designer protocols along the five dimensions suggested at the
end of the previous chapter, such other categories as suggest
themselves, and also to consider which, if any, aspects of the
models discussed in the first part of this study fit the expe-
rimental evidence. If there are consistent differences of pro-
cedure correlated with designer skillsome compensatory tech-
niques can presumably be developed to speed the progress of
student designers. Regularities of procedure could be the basis
for a description of the design process giving desIgners an
awareness of how to adapt their own procedures to the charac-
teristies of the human mental apparatus.
Recreating the process of parti design for later analysis
requires obtaining protocols by recording what designers do and
what goes through their mind as they work. Resource limitations
means neither the problem nor the analysis can take a long
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time, i.e. no phrase-by-phrase analysis or models. After a test
run, the following experimental design was arrived at:
First, subject selection. To perform this experiment re-
quires distinguishing between goodbad, indifferent parti propo-
sals and/or designers in order to assign designer skill. I do
not propol' to develop such scales; it probably is not possible
to make them widely acceptable in any case. I must rely on ex-
ternal standards of performance to make the selection. Since
the test run indicates that its length is not great enough to
produce a finished parti for judgement, designer reputation and
experience are my criteria for choice of subjects.
Selection of subjects was informal. I used friends al-
though still meeting the criteria of different levels of skill.
A brief description of each subject's background precedes the
summary of his protocol.
Second, at the beginning of the experimental session, the
subject is assured of anonymity and encouraged to make himself
comfortable with familiar tools and implements.
Third, the subject is told:
"1 I'm asking you to do an architectural sketch
problem as you normally would. I'll give you a
programsite plan, tracing paper, and a two hour
time limit. I"m not interested in the finish of
your proposal or even whether you complete it. What
I care about is getting a record of how people go
about designing. To this end, I'll keep the draw-
ings and record your words. I ask that you think
out loud: doubts, side issues,speculations, in fact
whatever goes through your mind as you work. "
Fourth, the tape recorder is turned on and the program is
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handed out. The program is as follows:
Sketch Problem
Over time it has become clear that the MIT School
of Architecture and Planning neeeds two additional kinds
of space: 1) Space for large classes( 40-80) which are
seminars in the sense that lecturing is occasional;class
is usually participatory, and 2) Space for such visitors
as I. Ilich, who f irst lec ture: f or an hour or less and
then engagew: the audience of about 200 people in give-
and-take discussion for another hour or two. Easy access
to a lobby for refreshment and informal discussion
groups during breaks is necessary. Physical comfort, a-
coustic and emotional intimacy, and audio-visual facili-
ties for sound recording, movie and slide projectionetc.,
are required.
The School has scraped together about $ 250,000 for
the facility. Discussion with the MIT administration re-
sulted in a site to the East of the Student Center and
between Kresge Auditorium, the MIT Chapel, and Amherst
Street ( see the accompanying map). The rerouting of u-
tilities and connections for same will handled and paid
for by MIT itself. For thece concessions, MIT asked that
other departments be allowed to use the facility. Mr.
Foz will represent the School in these circumstances.
Space requirements are as follows:
1 place for 200 people, 1 place for 80 people 300C s.f.
Lobby with access to:kitchen: 100 s.f., toilets
-:200 s.f., and coat storage: 300 s.f. 1600 s.f.
Projection, recording, and storage facility 600 s.f.
Janitor's office: 100 s.f. and storage: 60 s.f. 160 s.f.
Mechanical space jO0 s.f.
Total ca. 6000 s.f.
Fifth, when a second parti proposal has been arrived at
or two hours have elapsed, the subject is asked to stop. The
observer then asks questions about problem solving approach
suggested by watching; in particular, he asks what the subject
would have done next had he more time.
Sixth, analysis begins after the verbatim protocol is


















































Before summarizing the experimental observations, I want
to set a zero mark by reporting how two naive designers, i.e.
without architectural training, reacted to building design pro-
blems which they encountered.
First, a Harvard assistant professor who designed and built
a one room house on his property in Vermont. His original in-
tention was to build a two bedroom~two family house; economics
forced the abandonment of this scheme after he designed it.
Instead he built a two car garage adapted as a one-room house
with ventual reconversion in mind.
In the first instance, his procedure was to draw floor
plans on grid paper, treating the various spaces as labelled
boxes, and making organizational decisions on the basis of how
people could come and go without trespassing on each other's
privacy. He also drew some outside elevations and perspecti-
ves inspired by pictures of shed-roof houses in architectural
magazines. The plans were labelled outline drawings without
representation of furnishings or consideration of materials.
He did not use any section drawings.
In the second instance, he interspersed construction with
drawings. All the decisions about location of doors, bathroom,
and kitchen were made prior to design and construction by vir-
tue of site considerations: road access,view,slope. He used
drawings when he f elt he had to: elevat ions were drawn af ter
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the building frame was put up; they were necessary to visualize
the final appearance and to order materials. In the same way,
the kitchen and bathroom layouts ( the latter copied from Graphic
Standards2 8 ) were considered in terms of use preference, then
dimensioned for comparison to available space. Windows were lo-
cated in plan (fig 2) but sized on the spot. Rafter size led to
a very steep 8:1 roof pitch ; the resulting volume of enclosed
spaceswhen observed-suggested a loft. In short ,this design
process comes close to being what Alexander calls unselfcons-
cious,29 i.e. without mediation between sensing of need and
response.
His reasons for not using drawings to design the house/
garage prior to construction were that drawings took him a long
time to make ( he did not use scalestriangles, parallel rules
and other architectural drafting tools), his sketches were not
intelligible, and that since the expenditure of resources on the
building was small in comparison to his original estimates, he
was not concerned to work things out in advance. It took less
effort to make decisions on the spot than to use a simulation
mode which did not help him visualize the dimensions or relations
of objects. His drawings ( fig,. ,) are interesting in that
they contain only the information he was concerned with: for the
plan, item type and location ( notice the reverse coding of walls
and windows) and forT the elevation: appearance and size of ma-
terials ( the shadows were added by an architect friend of his)
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Second, an IBM systems analyst describing a house she and
her husband were about to purchase. with renovation in mind (see
fig.33,4). Even though untrained in drawing she used floor plans,
elevations, and perspective views of the site, the building ex-
terior, a window frame, and a very interesting transparent view.
No sections were tsed. Compared to architectural drawingssome
of the striking features of these records are: 1) outline draw-
ings with no line weight distinction between walls,windows, and
screens; 2) spaces are grossly out of proportion: relative di-
mensions do not approach her reported dimensions;,3) walls and
stairs do not line on the two floor plans; 4) the mode of repre-
sentation is not very graphic: rooms and appliances are shown by
labelled boxes without furnishings or doors.
Third, are four experimental subjects:
Si, the first subject, ex-wife of an architect, is a media-
specialist by profession and very concerned with the physical
facilities which modern libraries require. She is familiar with
the considerations involved in designing and evaluaring buildings,
but has no training in drawing.
In reading the program, she was surprised at the partici-
patory nature of the classes in the small lecture space: " Wow,
laugh" ( S1:1) and confused by the last parts of the program de-
tailed MIT's role in the venture. She bean designing by consi-
dering the site : " sigh, What a horrible place!i... augh" ( 81:1)
and then began to analyze it in terms of available ground space
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visual character of the plaza; she soon settled on a site span-
ning Amherst Street, and with a sectional drawing considered how
a building there would function. This was rejected because it
adversely affected the dormitory rooms in Ashdovn. She began to
re-explore building location and finally settled on a spot south-
west of Kresge Auditorium after saying the best one was between
Massachusetts Avenue and the Student Center; the decision was
made on the basis of available ground space to fit the proposed
building on one story and to avoid visual intrusion into the
plaza. Having discovered a sawtooth floor plan in the course
of her site search, she used this analogy to lay out a lobby and
relate the main functional spaces to it. This was not satisfac-
tory to her and she decided to make a graphic comparison of pro-
gram and site areas; unfamiliarity with drawing- toolsespecial-
ly the scale, slowed her down considerably. After a longer,but
equally fruitless attempt at organizing a floor plan she remem-
bered bubble diagrams and proceeded to make one. In the process,
she introduced many considerations of use. This led to a more
detailed floor plan also tested in terms of how people might
use it; some tests also concerned functional adjacencies of space
uses. A keystone analogy struck her and she was beginning to re-
organize the plan geometry ( vhile keeping track of required room
dimensions) with a certain dash, when the time limit expired.
Her strategy was to site the building reasonably, develop
workable-not- perfect floor plans, and later worry about three
dimensional consequences,plan,massing, and elevation refinements.
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Unfamiliarity with tools hampered translation of her ideas into
drawings; her verbal protocol is much richer than her drawings.
Personally, she felt bothered not so much by lack of drafting
skill as by inability to visualize in her mind the parts of the
problem she knew were important. She spent most of her time
trying to show things that crossed her mind rather than drawing
or evaluating her form proposals. ( See Appendix Si)
S2, the second experimental subject, had just completed
aft
the MIT M.Arch program. She worked inAarchitectural office the
summer of her first year in school and has worked in rehabili-
tation,demolition, and construction other summers. Equipment
troubles garbled her verbal protocol ( which is not included
in the appendix ). The following reconstruction of her procedure
is based on the notes I took as she worked plus some clear pas-
sages from the recording.
In reading the program she was struck by the requirement
of"two different spaces..uhmnot necessarily". She began by mak
ling a small scale drawing of the building's ground coverage and
after pushing it around the site plan almost immediately located
the building with its main entrance off Amherst Street. She then
laid out a dimensioned gridas per her usual working method, and
scaled off tho required spaces to " see what they look like ".
She then sketched a floor plan using the gridtracing paper over-
lays, and a scale,making judgements mostly on the basis of func-
tional adjacency requirements. She noticed a different entrance
was possible than the one she had begun with and, in the process,
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shifted the main rooms' axes, considered the location of the
janitor's room, and decided the building needed tto stories.
With more tracing paper overlays, she adjusted the floor plans
of the stairwell area until walls lined up on both floors and
left circulation clear. This done, she transferred her ideas to
1/8 th inch scale and then returned to 1/16 th scale to continue
rearranging the stairwell area to clarify the entrance and bal-
cony- apparently guiding herself from the mental image of a
building she had previously designed. A question about the dis-
appearance of the projection booth prompted quick revision of
floor plans with the first story undergoing the most changes;
basically she arranged labelled areas within, a rectangular en-
velope she was striving to maintain. Fire escapes were a brief
&a
a simple concern. The plan of the first story was firmed up with
coat storage going in quite literally " the only place left" in
the plan. She drew a section mostly for completeness of presen-
tation and was beginning an oblique exterior perspective/eleva-
tion at the end of the two hours.
Her strategy was to quickly site the building " as a vay
of starting", then to sketch on graph paper to maintain space
proportions and work out floor plans in detail by geometric
rearrangements.- of dimensioned areas. Most of her effort was
directed at achieving satsifactory adjacency relationships within
an assumed envelope. Her next moves would have been to study
structure and the possibilities it offered people in making use
of the outside wall articulation. She quite clearly had a basic
Orrf





































idea of the building's volume as a smooth parallelopiped and
reported it. She used drawings primarily as a means of figuring
out how pieces fit in plan and how such adjacencies affected
space use and ease of construc-tion.
%3 is a practicing architect about 30 years old with an
M.Arch from Harvard. He has worked with several Boston and New
York firms and is now designing private houses on an increa-
S
singly successful bas. He has also been involved in the design
of posters and theater scenery.
He began by examining the program for site implications
and the apparent complexity of uses of the proposed building.
He also went through his known precedents for this kind of space
use ( mostly theaters and large academic halls). After this he
made some diagrammatic floor plan sketches and soon found a ba-
sic feature to concentrate on: flexibly linked assembly spaces
joined by a projection booth. He made a short excursion to study
the site by replaying the experience of being there and stop-
ped doing that once he had located the building. He then pro-
ceeded on a series of sketched variations of the basic feature
of his proposal(leaving aside spaceshe considered ancillary) until
he reached a level of considerable frustration; insight resolv-
ing the flOor plan impasse followed a few moments of busywork.
After some more sketches following up the implications of the
insight, a geometric analogy ( 1-shaped chevron) seemed to sim-






























































S3's procedure was to sketch floor planstest them by a
recreation of use incorporatingboth verbal and graphic tech-
niques (e4$. seating and sight lines drawn out); occasionally
he made perspective sketches to keep track of the impact of
his plans on massing. Details of auxiliary space layouts and
material specifications were produced when needed; he felt
he could produce them on demand and so did not carry them into
every explorative sketch.
he
S3 deliberately begins working in plan because feels that
is how people use buildings; " it must work that way first". As
reported, he used perspectives mostly as a check on the conse-
quences of these primary efoorts. He indicated that in later
stages other considerations such as elevations,construction re-
quirements, commercial availability of materialsetc., affected
the proposed form in small ways. His main concern in the two
C
hours was to develop a clear form acommodating circulation and
photographic projectionAvwhich provided a pleasantrestful en-
vironment (e.g. the garden). ( See Appendix 2)
S4 is a practic-ing architect and professor of Architecture
at MIT. He has been a partner in several firms and is the winner
of several professional prizes for excellence of work.
C
He bgan by an extraordinarily prolonged examination andA
discussion of site considerations and uses. After a brief dia-
grammatic excursion into relative dimensions of building spaces
and ground coverage versus available site area, he returned to
extended exploration of the site, but more in terms of visual
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considerations than before. This led to locating the building
off Amherst Street and the development of form requirements for
fitting into and improving the Student Center- Kresge Plaza a-
rea. He once again briefly concerned himself with program de-
tails and returned to site considerations in the guise of roof
shape. By using analogies: bleachers, grassy slopespyramids,
he sought to find an organizing form image for the building
which also satisfied his own criteria of site useappearance,
and esthetic preferences. A digression on the impact of roof
shapes on the building's interior was followed by a return to
more exterior considerations which he always tested by means
of perspective sketches overlaid on a view of the Plaza. Sa-
tisfied with his analysis of the situation, he would have pre-
ferred to stop work for the day. Butfeeling time pressures, he
went into a detailed interior study with plans and sections until
near the two hour limit, further efforts seemed forced and he
stopped working.
S4 made extensive use of perspective drawings and somewhat
less of plans and sections. He called on a large number of varied
precedents he already knew in evaluating possible solutions. He
made many more form proposals, performed more tests, used more
analogies more deliberately, and was much more explicitly aware
of his creative process than the other subjects. He chose to work
on the site in great detail because he felt the organization of
the building was a trivial problem and also because he considered
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From the evidence of these subjects, parti design appears
to be a way of making decisions about what to do in reality by
simulating it. Designers strive to visualize what something would
be like in order to be able to manipulate it. The more definite
the object of their concern, either in the mind's eye or pre-
ferrably in some external representation, the more design pro-
gresses. Designers are only able (?),willing (?), or comforta-
ble (?) in testing an identifiable" item. The more accurate
and vivid that simulation of reality, the more varied and apt
alternative solutions generated are and the easier decision xsak-
King seems to be. From this evidence, visual representations
are vastly more effective in supporting that activity than ver-
bal recreations ( compare S1 with 82,63,54). There is a distinct
progression in vividness of graphic simulation with designer
experience.
The increased use of drawings involves not only their in-
creasing richness of information, but also an increase in their
number and variety . The first naive subject used
drawings only to size and locate doors,windows,rooms, as items.
The second subject did the same but also used drawings to record
adjacency relationships of a list of items and places. The least
experience designers 51,52 used drawings to work out size and
adjacency relationships of ideas they already bad in mind; the
more -practiced $2 was more successful at this task. In addi-
tion to working out geometric plan relationships, the even more
experienced 83 used drawings as a means of simulating potential
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room uses more vividly; they originated in and were the occasion
of internal discussions about how people behaved and wanted to
feel in that kind of space. The most experienced designer, S4,
did all of the above things, but in greater quantities. More than
the others, he manipulated three dimensional graphic representa-
tions as if they were reality and saw more possibilities and sug-
gestions in them than did the others. In short, there is an ob-
servable progression in internal'and external three dimensional
thought; it becomes more complete with greater experience.
The information load of the drawings included in the pro-
tocol summaries reflects the change from translation of abstract
mental categories to working tool to quasi-reality. As a general
rule, these designers only seem to include information they use
in thinking on their workIng sketches. In other words, the pur-
pose of drawings ( and presumably models) differs with level of
skill. The efforts of the naive subjects are directed at dis-
playing a record of abstractions such as dimension or size or
listing items; the distinction of functions is accomplished by
verbal labels. With increasing designer skill/experience, draw-
ings become ever more working tools and images of the objects
they simulate. Differentiation of spaces,by means of graphic
coding, furnishings, rendered materials and shadows appear as
presentation devices and gradually become units of design thought.
Simultaneously mSa with the increasing realism of the drawings,
designers begin to treat these visual images more as single sym-
bols rather than laboriously summing their parts into a single
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label at each processing step. Representational media gradually
become the reality with which designers deaL;in a sense, they
regain the unselfconscious design procedure of our ancestors.
A second general impression derived from these observations
Of designers at work is that design is better characterized as a
learning activity than as an analytic dissection of a formal pro-
blem. It is primarily an effort of invention and simulation ra-
ther than selection between a fiflite set of alternatives. Parti
design is an exploration through designer-chosen and interpreted
contextusing only that individual's mental resources and such
external means of representation as he can muster. The insistence
on individual subjective resources rather than logical ones may
seem trivial until it is remembered that most rational design
methods and architectural paradigms ignore it.
Designers do follow and develop rules , as locating build-
ings before designing their interiors, but the impact of those
rules is not solely, or primarily, a function of their logical
content. The designer's personal abilities and goals determine
the product. The latter seem to vary with level of skill. Inex-
perienced designers are concerned with mastery of the archi-
tectural content: walls ,volumesshapesstructure,etc. Experienced
designers, confident in their ability to deal with those mecha-
nical aspects,- are freer in manipulating them to achieve an ef-
fect whether in visual,spatial, or use terms. The designer's own
confidence in his own skill seems to be a prerequisite f or his
creative exercise of it.
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Discussion of Results
The ideas which suggested themselves in the course of pro-
tocol analysis are more varied than I had anticipated when I ad-
vanced some hypotheses in an earlier chapter. In reporting the
former, I will go into details that clarify the evaluation of
the latter. For this reason, I will discuss observed designer
similarities and differences first. Because of the structure of
the experiment, I have more confidence in reporting similarities
of procedure displayed by designers than associating their dif-
ferences with level of skill ( see later discussion of experi-
mental method for the reasons.). Consequently, I will discuss
these two categories of observ4ions separately.
Similarities: The aspects of designer behavior in parti
design that I observed to be common to all three levels of
skill can classed into four categories: 1) Basic approach, 2)
Choice of problem space, 3) Design episode structure, and 4)
Information processing characteristics.
1) As already mentioned, design is performed as a simu-
lation process. All of the observed designers shared the stra-
tegy of first locating a building site, then defining the func-
tional relationships of the building, and lastly of transform-
ing these ideas first into floo lans,then into three-dimension-
al form descriptions. The guiding idea is literally:from the
ground up . They evaluated the merits of possible solution paths
and form proposals by 1) verbal recall of instances they knew of
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similar space uses and comparing them, 2)testing geometric con-
gruence and numerical measurements, 3) ebotional appeal to the
designer, and 4) comparison of proposal to the designer's per-
ceived peer group standards/ideals. Another way to put it is to
say that designers perform two basic kinds of tests on their
proposals: those concerned with architectural consistency, e.g.
structural integrityexit requirements, seating dimensions,etc.,
and. those concerned with the consistency of the proposal to va-
rious contexts the designer shares with other people. These re-
marks should not be taken to mean that the content of these events
is the same for all designers, only that these are categories of
thought which they all use.
In this experiment subjects were restricted to using draw-
ings, their hands, and their mind's eye in simulating three di-
mensions. All first developed spatial' concepts/images in: their
mindS and then used drawingS to represent that idea. They also
used drawings as evidence to display the form proposals while
they judged their merits on several dimensions and, occasionally,
as springboards suggesting new form arrangments. Againthis is
not to say that all levels of skill put equal emphasis or con-
tent into each category.
k
2) Problem spaces were quicly chosen in each of two stra-
tegic categories: site and building character. For the former
81 wanted something visually unintrusive; 82 stuck to a literal
interpretation of the givens of the problem; so did 83 and 84,
but their consideration of consequences f or the public space'
were much more elaborate. For the latter, S1 never really chose
and never really made a form proposal; 52 wanted a smooth exte-
rior volume and worked within it; S3 sought flexible,theater-like
assembly spaces throughout; and 84 worked consistently from roof
shape considerations. Two hours is apparently not enough time
to explore many alternative form proposals, although the more
skilled designers generated and tested many more posssibilities.
Choice of problem space appears to have to aspects: A) com-
parison of apparent problem complexity to a personal estimate of
skill, and B) some program requirement suggests a pre-solution
model. Whatever the designer is entirely confident of being able
to produce is put aside until needed ( S3 seemed to pull ancil-
lary spaces out of the air when needed to fill out drawings; s4
left the building interior alone for a long time because he did
not consider it complicated). The designer then concentrates his
efforts on something recognizably unfamiliar ( the lobby and small
lecture room for 31; the stairwell area for 82; the flexible spa-
ces for 83; the site conditions for S4).
Demonstrating reliance on a pre-solution model to guide
problem solving is straightforward. 81 a media specialist, con
centrated on the lobbyjoint projection facilities, and flexible
use of the smaller classroom; S2, an architectural student, re-
called a previous building design; 33 , experienced in theater
productions sought theater-like spaces; S4,experienced in har-
monizing houses into landscapes, looked to the site for form
guidance. Designers clearly interpret the new in terms of' exp-
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riences already stored in memory, somewhat as de Bono suggests.
Explaining the function of these mysteriously activated LTM pre-
cedents is a speculative exercise.
It seems to me that exploring the program and site recalls
some previous solutions or solution programs to the designer's
attention. It is not quite an instantaneous choice, but compared
to other decisions in the design process it is quick indeed. I
suspect -that structural features ofithese precedents .ate used
as guides or templates for analyzing or developing form propo-
sals in terms of program requirements; a similar procedure seems
0
to'hold for subproblems. A designer choses problem space on the
basis of his known precedents and then explores the problem in
terms of the features of that pre-existing pattern. At some un-
defined point, the new idea develops its own identity; I suspect
this is reflected by a sense of greater freedom in exploring
variations. The only evidence I can advance for this interpre;-
tation of the use of previous knowledge is introspection. I am
nevertheless quite sure the designer does not simply invent the
first few proposal& with which he explores the problem.
3) A desipn episode or sentence akin to Simon and Newell's
knowlege state can be postulated as the basic unit of parti de-
sign activity. The designers in this study consistently proceed-
ed by finding an aspect to work on via an LTM-supplied solution
model. The recall of precedenlt isinot logical in the sense of
functional requirement% but based on some personal associations
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of the designer's memory ( which makes them unpredictable in a
fottnal sense). Verbal protocols consistently display explora-
tion of these precedents, but the drawings do not reflect that
search; they start with a proposed form or plan. I suspect some
procedure such as that described at the end of the previous sec-
tion is responsible. Given this pre-solution modeldesigners
proceed to explore the problem requirements.
Jigsaw puzzle solving is a good analogy for the basic e-
pisode of parti design except that the end product is not pre-
determined. For reasons which need further research, designers
use some personal interpretation of the problem as a piece to
which they attempt to fit/match other requirements. Abandoning
this guide takes some maior negative feedback implicitly expres-
sed in such summary judgements as " It doesn't work" ( S3 replying
to the question of why he gave up an alternative) or "Sih,
doesn't do things I'd like it to." (S1#12). The protocols and
introspection indicate that these evaltations are not exclusi-
vely verbal and so somewhat inaccessible.
The jigsaw procedure takes place on two fronts: inner
speech and drawings. Although the designer seems to be verbally
aware of a long list of aspects to check out ( for example S4's
consideration of the layout;requirements of the big lecture room;.
pp. S4: 18-19), testing of graphic representations seems to pro-
ceed one aspect at a time. ( SI systemkstically examined every
part of the site to locate her buildkfng; 82 worked through every
possible geometric arrangement of functions within her lobby
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envelope; S3 varied room shapes around a fixed projection booth
location; S4 varied roof shapes and the layout of the large lect-
ure hall aspect by aspect until he was satisfied). Essentially,
what happens is that precedents culled from LTM are Am procesS-
med one at a time rather than listed and tested in sequence.
It does not seem to matter whether the focus of attention is a
small aspect of the ensemble or the entire building as a unit;
one symbol is dealt with at a time just as Simon and Newell
report in their studies,. and de Bono implies in his model.
The incremental functioning of the jigsaw procedure ap-
pears to hold for both analytic and poetic modes of working with
drawings. In going from one sketch to the other, designers chan-
ge only one aspect at a time ( e.g. the succession of S3's first
sketches). In the examples cited above, the designers varied
these features systematically in order to select one of the pos-
sible outcomes- clearly an analytic,logical procedure applied to
questions of architectural congruence. Where evaluation of use
or context are concerned the subjects behaved otherwise.
The only convincing test of the effectiveness of a form
proposal is to build and use it full scale. This is precisely
what self-conscious design processes attempt to avoid. Never-
theless, both skilled and unskilled designers have to evalua-
te their parti proposals. While the former has a more inf or-
med judgement, he is not -logically speaking- more certain of
its accuracy than his less experienced colleague. I suspect the
reason 34 made many wore decisions that 31 is that he applied
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many more tests to each question. If the value of any given
test is uncertain, people rely on the direction indicated by
a preponderance of reasonable test outcomes. The greater the
repertory of tests ( within some undefined overload limits),
the easier it is to make decisions. Evaluation of contextual
appropriateness are, I believe, performed as summations of
tests applied.
To recapitulate, the consistent basic unit of parti
design is jigsaw exploration and adaptation of the strucural
features of an LTN-supplied model to the given problem condi-
tions. Form proposals are borrowed/invented, tested, varied,
and built-up on an incremental change basis. Architectural
congruence tests areanalytic and contextual congruence deci-
sions are made on the basis of the sum of favorable or unfa-
vorable outcomes of LTM-supplied tests.
4) Information Processing Characteristics; As expected,
designers displayed similar information processing traits. Al-
ready discussed are the uses of LTM contents in guiding search
and testing proposals. There are also LTM programs for pro-
ceeding from one step to another; designers share concerns
about circulationstructure, visual coherence,etc.. When sty-
mied, they direct themselves by reference to already stored
precedents for dealing with that kind of situation : 81 turned
to bubble diagrams, 32 to the stairwell/balcony area of a pre-
vious design,33 to the strategy of breaking the square, 54 to
inserting the projection booth into the wall like L.Kahn, or
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to their own growing set of private rules of procedure: where
to begin, what to emphasizeetc.. In short, all of the designers'
guides seem to come from LTM rather than being developed ad-hoc;
this confirms Simon and Newell's observation that this technique
is more economical of effort for human problem solvers.
What Simon and Newell call a rehearsal process: the repe-
tition of thought elementsphrases, and connective words within
a single train of thought is very common:
Si:6 " Ahn, I was thinking thatthat if you have
a kind of sawtooth arrangement here,ahone ray the,
the teeth might be used for isis for discussion
areas,abm..just kind of informal discussion areas."
33:8 " it's not a..it's and it's,this maybe works
a little bit; it's, it's not, it doesn't lead to
handsome relationships those other spaces so...uh
...let us start from the other end and see,and see
how, start from the other end; it doesn't work.lake
it vork and see if I can adjust the other things."
See" What might be useful over there? What I have
in mind particular would,ah,would this, since it is
in a ,in a rather public area; would this for exam-
ple be placed to..."
This two steps-forwardone-step backward looping pattern occurs
most consistently with attempts to direct a train of thought; it
seems to be the mind's way of keeping attention focused on a
single aspect of the pr6blem.
To exit from one jigsaw procedure and enter another,i.e.
change knowledge states in Simon and Newell's terms, designers
seem to require some bleeding-off of tension by emotional,muscu-
lar, or mental release, .e.g. a sigh ,a yawn nr stretch, a di-
version or joke. This observation fits in with Abercrombie's
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remarks that learning and thinking are whole-body activities 2 9.
It is tempting to speculate about mind/body interactionsbut
it would be a digression in this context.
Major shifts of attention from one concern to another are
marked by a tension release of the type mentioned abovej.e.g..
sigh), a pause( ....), and then a new focus for solution efforts:
81:9 " Yea, I don't think it would be such a good
idea to put a two storyeven a two story building
there... sigh. Just thinking that I hadn't done
that little planning diagram sih ... This Tas all
3000 wasn't it?"
S3:4 " Well, this is no good, because the natural
projection spot ifif these things vent like that
and then his, at the perm, at the common wall sigh
So thisah, let's try it again XXXX thinking of
XXX a big, big." (XXXX denotes drawing activity)
54:3 " And I really hate to cut into that...because
that thing seems to work as a general recreational
field...uhm... there seems to be a major circula-
tion path that comes...up from 77 Mass.Avegoes.."
During the pause no inner speech is evident from protocols or
introspection. I suspect a sorting procedure is going on whose
result is a new test, some new %my to seek a solution ( not the
form of the solution itself), or a new area of concern. It seems
as if there are thought kernels rhich require time for reaching
consciousness and verbal translation. These remarks are not
intended to imply that every pause or tension release reflects
a shift of concern, only that such demonstrations seem to accom-
pany them in a consistent fashion.
In general,a designer who notices an oversight in his
procedure,.t.g. 33 forgetting mechanical spaces, only reacts
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after performing some well-known intermediate task, e.g.83
dotting grass on that same occasion. Again 9I suspect this
has to do with clearing consciousness for appeal to some LTM
program. It is as if the mind had a pointer mechanism which
required intermediary events between shifts of attention.
Insight seems to occur shortly, but not always imme-
diately, after some period of frustration which seems a larger
scalemore intense version of the tension built-up in subpro-
blew searches and released by sighsyawns, and the like. In-
sight occurs in a moment of inattention defined as a pause
from directed thought by either silence,diversion, or automa-
tic motor activity such as dotting grassrendering shadows,etc..
I suspect this allows clearing of consciousness of its pre-
vious contents for the introduction of novelty - which seems
to be an incremental synthesis of one or two aspects of the
problem. If the symbols in qutstion are very condensed repre-
sentations of the problem, insight will have a more dramatic
impact than if the symbols refer to the entrance detail of a
the.
room. It seems to meAprocess is the same: incremental restruc-
turing of one or two features of whatever symbol is being paid
attention to. This explanation does not account for extended
periods of incubation and flashes of insight in subjects un-
related to what one is doing; but the subjects did not display
any such behavior. In these experiments, insight seemed to be
about how to go about getting a solution : " I know what I'm
going to do next" is the typical expression. In this respect,
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the evidence of these protocols is similar to that of de Groot's
chess player studies who saw ways to figure out moves rather
than the moves themselves. 30 .
Finallyit seems necessary for designers to feel some kind
of completion pressure to mobilize their imagination. In this
situation, time pressure was the driving force; subjects looked
at watches, wondered how much time they had left, asked if it
was late, and so on. A sense of urgency is necessary £ or problem
solving. I suspect this has some relation to the mind/body con-
nection mentioned earlier.
Differences: The eiridence gathered in these observations
of designer behavior does notstrictly speaking, warrant assert-
ing that observed differences of designer procedure correlate
with differences in skill/experience. My own experience in de-
sign and discussions with other architects lead me to make edu-
cated guesses that some of these differences are significant;
a more complex series of experiments -discussed in a later chap-
ter- are needed to confirm or deny these hunches. The
differences which I believe are due to designer skill can be
classed into two broad categories: 1) Procedure in the use of
representational media, and 2) The actual contents of the de-
sign process steps.
1) I observed three main kinds of procedural differences
among designers of dif ferent levels of skill/experience: A) By
comparison to the less experienced, the skilled designer delays
arrival at a building f orm proposal. Is this because his greater
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confidence in his skill enables him to be freer in considering
options? Or is it that exterior conditions were the most signi-
ficant aspect of this sketch problem? B) He makes more tests of
the ideas that occur to him; he calls upon a greater and more
varied repertory of LTM precedents than his less experienced
colleague. C) He uses three dimensional representation modes
more oftenmore quickly, more realistically; the drawings them-
selves become an active part of information processing rather
than displays of completed steps; they become more one of the
phrases in the basic episode/sentence of design activity des-
cribed earlier.
The totally naive designer uses outline drawings and re-
lies on verbal labels for information rather than image similari-
ty to the object in question. Mostif not all, of his working
information is held And tested simultaneously in consciousness.
Three dimensional coordination of planselevationssectionsetc.,
is likewise performed entirely internally. The STM overload is
evident and has several unfortunate consequences. First, the
naive designer is confused beteen goalsproblem requirements,
and possible solutions. Second, whenever his attention shifts,
he loses track of what he had in mind before and must return
again and again to recreate it. Third, he cannot evaluate or
improve his form proposals in an orderly manner because he
cannot see them as wholes; the repercussions of changes or oc-
casions for them cannot be determined economically; he misses
all the simulation benefits of external memory representations.
Fourth, he restricts himself to verbal and unconscious manipu-
lations of data which are ,I suspect, more difficult to con-
dense, architecturally speaking, into single symbols/chunks
than visual images. The basic difficulty of the unskilled de-
signer is that he tries to do too many things simultaneously
inside his head, possibly because he feels he cannot draw well.
TIemoderately experienced designer seems to use drawings
to work out the physical relationships he is considering. In
order of preference, this is achieved by using: floor plans,
elevationsperspectivessections. Most of the effort of co--
ordinating three dimensions is still carried on internally. Ihe
rendering of drawings,furnishings, and waterials is more a de-
corative afterthought than a way of labelling images.
The more experienced designer ( or the less experienced
dealing with an area of expertise) attemptirather more deli-
berately to externalize as many of his form proposals as he
can ; he tends to put as many of them as possible into three
dimensional rendered drawings. Thus the more constant use of
furnished flbor plans and perspectives and sections (S3,S4).
These representations are used much more as cases for judge-
ment than for display. Working out physical relationships in
plan becomes a routine ability leaving attention free to test
the proposal on other grounds than matching a mental image or
architectural consistency.
The most skilled designers seem to structure both per-
ception and imagination directly into the coding symbols used
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in their sketches. They perform the same activities as other
designers, but they do it in what appears to be larger chunks.
The poor are poor, but the rich get richer.
fl If I may suggest a trend, it is that with greater
experience/skill designers develop a larger repertory of tech-
niques and approaches to use in problem solving. The benefits
of this of this state of affairs are not merely those of a
dictionary, i.e. a larger number of precedents to call upon;
rather it is that structural features of these vocabularies,
particularly those of three dimensional representation, begin
to structure both perception and imagination. The coordination
of plansectionelevationetc., becomes more and more automatic.
Certain aspects of buildings or ways of thinking about them
become chunkedg they are grasped as units instead of being
accretions of separate parts.
The greater use of drawings directly analoguous to the
physical reality being simulated by skilled designers suggests
that these drawings carry information more efficiently than
other media. As previously mentioned, I believe that this re-
flects the greater efficiency of images in correlating many
different kinds of information.
Directly correlated with experience is greater knowledge
of one's own efficient design procedure. The less experienced
subjects kept working without pause; 83 by contrast woald often
pause for a few puffs on his cigar and 84 directly expressed a
preferrence for stopping Ontil the next day.Consciously angrun-
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consciously, the abler designer picks good moments to keep
pushing a line of enquiry, to test, to shift attention, or
to leave things alone. His use of his larger repertory allows
him to separate functions which the less experienced person
carries on simultaneously. He externalizes architectural ideas
into external memory devices and uses his internal resources
to think about thing at a time.
The approach of the more experienced designer to problem
solving is distinctly more relaed,detailed, and vivid in simu-
lating how people would use a proposed form. I am tempted to say
that with experience the goals of the designer shift from those
of solving physical organization problems to those of providing
appropriate responses to user needs and esthetic preferences.
The difference of emphasis seems to free designers for more flexi-
ble consideration of possible form organizations. I suspect
much of the this freedom comes from the confidence in one'S
ability to otganize architectural f orm.
I have refrained from discussing differences in designer
ability for two reasons. This particular experiment provides
no finished product whose quality can be assigned by a jury
of architects or potential users. It also only gives a single
instance of a designer's performance in a somewhat artificial
situation. My guess is that talent consists of innate mental
powers for chunking and coordinating three dimensional inf or-
mation. In: othert words, some designers think more naturally
in three dimensions. I hesitate to go futher on the basis
of such small samples.
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lypotheses: The similarities and differences detailed in
the previous sections provide a basis for evaluating the hypo-
theses about skilled designer behavior advanced at the end of
the first part of this study. While the protocols confirm that
in general greater skill is accompanied by greater adaptation
to human IPS limitations, the five specific hypotheses are
somewhat modified as follows:
First, selection of problem space is not delayed in pro-
portion to designer skill; commitment to a particular approach
is delayed whether this concerns site selection or form propo-
sal. The delay of the decision is due to the larger number of
tests applied. in evaluation and to a more relaxed attitude to-
wards the generation of alternatives; the first straw need not
be clutched .
Second. in an impasse none of the designers considered
or evaluated their goals explicitly. Instead they compared po-
tential space uses or form vith precedents knovn to them. Goal
review is implicit by comparison to the LTM model; yet it per-
forms the same go-no-go function as an analysis uhich dis-
sects phenomena into logical mechanisms.
Third, the more experienced designer not only -externali-
zes his thoughts more, but ,as aLready reported, does so in
greater detail.
Fourth, the more experienced/skilled. designer consitently
proc eeds by examining f orm or f unc tional relationships by means
of drawings; then , in a separate mental act, he tests it. The
kind of drawing used is a more direct representation of reality;
it is both more three-dimensional and more image-like. The evi-
dence is only circumstantial! , but the effect of these opera-
tions is to keep STM free of bookkeeping tasks and of simulta-
neous operations. Full STM capacity is available for incremental
acts of invention ,variation, or testing.
Fifth. although the evidence is once again circumstantial,
it is clear that more skilled designers- have a'larger and better
structured repertory of facts at their command. This is evi-
dent not only in the way they test proposals:, but also in their
evaluation of site conditions, and in the higher level of organ-
ization shown by their first tries at a floor plan ( compare the
first eforts of 81,82, S3, 84). The richness of their simulations
argues for a different level of perception.
Architectural and Problem Solving Models: Finally, I should
like to make some brief remarks about the models of designer be-
havior discussed in the first part of this scudy. By speaking
only of designers in general, the inspirational model gives no
clue as to what a good designer does that a less able one does
not. Alexander recognizes differences and proposes to overcome
them by rational procedure; the problem solving behavior of the
designers observed in this experiment does not support his expecta-
tions. The analytic/poetic distinction was likewise unsupported
as identifying major parti design problem solving modes. Design-
ers behaved much more as de Bono's model suggests: memory asso-
ciations picked areas for systematic rational analysis. Neither
this model nor Simon and Newell's suggested how differences
of designer skill might be accounted for. However, the latter
provides powerftl tools for understanding designer behavior
in the parti stage; the assignment of mental processihg'-to three
different functions: SPM,LTM, and EM is particularly useful.
My observations have confirmed Simon and Newell's conclusions.
These experiments also suggest extensions of their findings
to include the necessity of tension release to clear SIM and
the impact of the&problem solver's confidence in his ability
and resources in freeing him to consider a variety of possible
approaches.
Consequences for Teaching and Practice
In this section, I want to summarize some theoretical
issues I have pursued in this study and consider their practical
consequences for teaching and practice. The former concerns it-
self with the characteristics of explanations of designer be-
havior which can function as practical design aids. The latter
consists of advice which I believe to meet those requirements.
Then I present some speculations awakened by these efforts.
I believe that explanation of an activity is most effect-
ive when stated in terms of its actor's internal experienceAma-
nipulating the categories of knowledge and techniques associated
with it. It seems to methis placesa fundamental requirement on
design methods that Abe stated in terms of and reflect how de-
signers think about architectural issues. A second requirement
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is that the explanation provide the designer not only with a
description of the steps he is to through, but also with the
mechanisms which underlie that choice. Phis is intended to
free him from slavish adhrence to methods by giving him the
resources to adapt his procedure to unexpected circumstances.
A student needs to know why perspectives are drawn if he is
not to consider them mere presentation devices.
In the first part of this study, I sought to discover
reasons for which conventional architectural models of parti
design fail to satisfy these requirements. Briefly stated, the
reasons are a traditional concern with practically unverifia-
ble propoerties of the architectural product and a wilifull
disregard or misconstruction of the mental mechanisms involved
in problem solving behavior. An unfortunate result of these
attitudes is the lack of shareable architectural paradigms which
a community of practitioners can debate rationally and on which
more reasonable teaching methods than thbst'I-experienced conld
be based.
It seemed to me that the area of architecture most acces-
sible to this kind of study was in studying how designers worked
in the parti stage. Investigating this activity led me to psycho-
logical proolem solving models and finally to a brief experiment.
The discussion of the results of these observations suggests a
description of designer behavior which can, I believe,act as a
practical design aid for the student and,possibly, the practitioner.
Perhaps the simplest iway to put the suggestions I have
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for improving the effectiveness of architectural education into
perspective Is to first present my understanding of how a skil-
led designer operates in parti design.
It seems to me that the designer is asked to define a
problem and develop an answer by a simulation procedure. The
better that representation of reality, the more vividly(yet
rith some detachment) he can experience it, the easier his
problems of invention and decision-making will be. His re-
sources are his memories, repertory of techniques, and re-
presentational media imbedded in a mental apparatus with
specific limitations.
In solving a design problem or subproblem, he guides
himself by some pre-learned strategy he believes appropriate
to his task and goals. Studying the material triggers some
LTM association in that area which, coupled to his estimate
of skill vs. problem complexity, results in a ( choice of) pro-
blem space. He then proceeds by using LTM-supplied models as
templates for whose featureS hetfinds counterparts in- the'pro-
blem givens. This process takes place one feature at a time
like the solving.of jigsaw puzzles. New feattres'are tested
one At a time on.as many dimensions of architectural and con-
textual congruence as the designer can summon without confusing
himself. Eventually, the problem develops features and patterns
of its own vwhich free him to respond more imaginatively to Cts
requirements.
All of these operations are simplified insofar as he can
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separate the occurrence of strategic ideas,architectural in-
ventions, and test performance in STM. The less it is occu-
pied vith bookkeeping chores,the more it is available for
evaluation; his fundamental strategy is to occupy conscious-
ness with as few different things as possible at any one time
and to perform different operations sequentially. To this
end, the skilled designer externalizes architectural ideas
itto representational media as directly analoguous to the
three-,dimensional aspects of physical reality as possible; he
also makes these representations as vivid and image-like as is
consistent with speed. Besides freeing STM of another chore,
this tethbd means spatial information is automatically coor-
dinated and can be grasped in SIM as a single chunk.
Finally, the skilled designer tends to have some regard
f or his creative process. He encourages it by striving for
vividness of simulationuse of structural analogies, and ma-
naging his exploration of the problem rather than compulsively
attending to it. He provides himself with opportunities to re-
lease some of the tension built up in problem solving and allows
for incubation time in his working schedule.
One of the first questions that comes to mind is whether
the gaps between skilled and unskilled designer behavior can be
quickly bridged? Can one, as it were, cram a repertory of tech-
niques,precedents, and representational media practice into a
student and expect, mirabile dictu, better performance after a
short period of confusion? It seems to me that what we describe
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as designer skill is an overlay of experience and practice on
some still mysterious innate abilities. The effect of greater
experience is not merely quantitative; it seems to condense
knowledge into stimuli chunks which are not only accessed into
consciousness as single units but also structure memorypercep-
tion, and imagination. Quantity of knowledge,is an assetespe-
cially if it is structured information; but it is not by itself
sufficient to improve performance. A designer has to assimilate
a repertory before he can use it flexiy; it takes time and
practice to obtain this confidence. What , in these circum-
stancet, cat the* student designer be told?
I would begin by presenting him with some explanation of
skilled designer behavior such as the above, if only to give
hInm a clear ideal. Then I would tell him that designers have
two distinct sorts of media at their command: those which ab-
stract the physical properties of reality and those by which
we make value judgements about parti proposals. In the first
case, graphic media and models are analoguous to the proper-
ties they represent and manipulating them is an economical
method of performing experiments. In the second case, there
is no intermediary symbolic language between the event and
the reaction; it is much harder to distinguish the typical from
the immediately experienced. Drawings and models are used to
per form t es ts of arc hi t ectural c ongruenc e, but the e valuat ion
of proposals is based on subjective perceptions rather than
logical relations.
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Then, I would introduce the student to the limitations
of the human information processing mechanism..My emphasis
would be on ways to keep STM free of bookkeeping tasks and of
ways to encourage stimuli chunking. The basic device would be
the insistence on use of three dimensional drawings and models
as working tools. I would hope that the explanation of the
operation of choice of problem space and LTM recall would make
them feel freer in calling upon their own life experiences.
The question here is whether exposure to the wider range
of a skilled designer's resources and the information processing
rationale behind them can Speed up the learning process? Ar-
chitectural students are being tatght (or,more precisely,helped
to develop)a skill rather than performance in designing certain
building types. rom my experience in learning to ski and in
helping to teach a class in site planning, I believe this ap-
proach would -after some initial confusion- be more effective
than a graded step-by-step introduction to problems of increas-
ing levels of complexity. The stakes are high enough to try this
teaching method with a group of students and, a year or so later,
compare their performance to that of students taught in the con-
ventional way.
Another sort of suggestion comes from acting as the obser-
ver in the experiments. The institution of a parti-counselor role
might overcome some of the limitations inherent in design by in-
dividuals without getting involved in design team politics. Phe
Fvrndions
counselor'sgwould have to be tightly circumsribed to that of f a-
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cilitating the designer's problem solving procedure by making
sure he did not overlook his resources. The counselor could
remind the designer to externalize his form ideas, to test
them in several waysincluding potential uses, encourage him
to use analogies, explore choice of problem space and goals,
insist on three dimention&l'drawingsetc.,. Not being as intense-
ly involved in designing the project , the counsellor is in a
better position to judge when to stoprestpush onetc.. Finaltl,
R, although this becomes more observer participation than coun-
selling, there is a high probability that the counsellor will
notice possibilities the designer overlooks for some reason. My
hunch is that playing counsellor would demythify the process
of design for students.
The analysis of the protocols also raises some strictly
architectural issues. Are some areas of search inherently more
fertile in inspiring elegant architectural solutions? For inst-
ance is the greater concern of more experienced designers with
site conditions in this experiment accidental or significant?
It could be that site conditions inherently determine building
form ;. it could simply be that salient problem characteristics
are those which inspire elegant solutions; or, it could be an
idiosyncracy of the experimental subjects' styles. Running a
large number of subjects ( over 50) through this kind of experi-
ment for given kinds of problems might begin to separate these
effects.
If designers could be supplied with some mechanisms or -
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symbolic languages describing how people use.spaces and the phy-
sical environment, their task would be much simplified. Simula-
tion would be more thoroughvivid, and quicker. But is it pos-
sible to devise a formal symbolic language that keeps track of
context? Its operators and elements would have to represent
change over time and still be clear. Thiel3 1 , Halpri32 and
others have attempted to develop such modes of representation.
There is a-'subtle snag to this effort; even an accurate symbolic
language is an insufficient description of reality. Laban ballet
notation accurately encodes dance movements in space and time.
A trained Derson can "read" it , reproduce those movements, and
even consider new movements in terms- of its symbols. This nota-
tion is analc7uous in its operation to those aspects of reality
it models. And yet, it is insufficient to reproducedances even
for the trained reader. Dancing is more than the sum of a se-
quence of movements and gestures set to music. Recreation of the
original dance requires interpretation of the coded symbols by
someone who experienced the original, l'his suggest there are as-
pects of experience it may not be possible to encode.
Any quicker way of making three dimensional representa-
tions whether by greater practice in drawing,the use of assist-
ants,computer graphics'or computer generated models, will mul-
tiply the designer's effectiveness - whatever the level of his
experience or ability. If Schon33 is right , the capabilities
of tools have more to do with changes in behavior,output, and
ideals, than any number of ideologies.
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Discussion of Method
At this stage in the knowledge of designer behavior in
parti design, the kind of observational experiment I performed
seems adequate. It supplies more data than I have concepts and
resources for analyzing. Two hours seems a long enough period
for designers to choose a problem space,explore it,develop a
proposal, and do some restructuring of it; but it is not long
enough for parti completion. The other basic difficulty with a
two hour observation/recording period is that it distorts some
designers' working methods and constricts their creative rhythms.
For these reasons, I suggest a slightly longer experiment run-
ning perhaps three to four hours.
The question is how long one can profitably record a de-
signer's thoughts and activities? There is some point at which
an enormous volume of unrelated observations will be produced.
The limiration in the other direction depends on how far one
is willing to forego recording information manipulations that
go on between recording sessions. The trade-offs in longer ex-
periments are the need for greater stamina and resources on the
part of both the observer and subject versus willingness to
ignore intermediary events,e.g. what goes on during incubation.
Many session experiments running ,say, 3 hours every day for se-
veral days will probably indicate just how long an experiment
of this sort should extend.
The basic technical problem in recreating a design session
for analysis is the synchronization of words, drawings, and gest-
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uius. The tape recording and drawing protocol method I employed
does not indicate what a designer did when he said "1 this" and
proceeded to draw. The analyst is at a loss to recreate the event
fl and is limited in discovering links to other clues. Without
some recording medium such as videotape or movies, the environ-
ment of tracing paper overlays, eye Lovements, body motion,order
of drawing production,rise and fall of emotional tensionetc.,
is lost. These media also allow recreation of the event at some
later time for analysis by more sophisticated concepts. I am
convinced there are clues to designer behavior which are lost
by media which cannot reproduce the event as an ensemble.
With a small number of subjects working on a singlesmall
architectural problem, I am,as already indicated, more confident
about their similarities of procedure than differences in beha-
vior due to level of skill/experience. This particular experiment
does not dissociate effects due to personality,skill level, or
problem quirks from each other. To surmount these difficulties,
I suggest performing a more elaborate set of experiments in which
spatial complexity and site character are systematically varied.
If a delicate site condition is al, an indifferent site a2 , an
architecturally simple program b1, and a complicated one b2, then
experiments combining albi, alb2, a2bl, a2b2 should be done. The
number and kind of subjects should also be varied for each run.
There should be at least 3 designers at each level of skill; 5
to 10 would be even better. The experiment should be performed
in two ways: with the same subjects throughout and with different
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subjects for each design problem. After completing such a se-
ries of cross-checking experiments, I would feel some confi-
dence that conclusions about differences between skilled and
unskilled designer problem solving behavior wtrt: accurate.
The fundamental problems tith observational experiments
of this sort are the reliability and relevance of information
obtained. the basic intention is to record what and how people
think about architectural design. Drawings alone are not enough
to explain the problem solving process because they do not dis-
play the context in which they were conceived. Words are a bet-
ter clue to the designer's procedure.'While thinking out lou4
is a very helpful key to the designer's internal information
processing,it gives no clue to the content of pauses or mental
images which introspection reveals. There is also the perhaps
insurmountable difficulty that words are translations of what
can be termed kernel thoughts, i.e. verbal records are not the
ont
the.real contents of thinking. But until we can read brain
waves as we do nords, the synchronization of words and drawings
is Ute only direct clue at our disposal for understanding de-
signer's problem solving behavior.
In these experiments, the subjects found it hard to
keep thinking out loud. Their stream of consciousness recitals
varied from addressing the observer as participant, audience for
explanations of what had just been done, or when interest and
concern were intense to what vas actually going through their
minds. This last occurence can only be demonstrated to other
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analysts subjectively via presence at the experiment or its
recreation by videotape or movies. Whether the analyst relies
only on those moments of authentic inner speech or is willing
to use everything the subject externalizes depends on his ana-
lytic purposes. It seems to me that so long as the analyst is
not attempting to uncover the rules of association by which
new ideas come to mind, he only needs to know the results rather
than the contents of mental manipulations. Descriptions of the
design process can be made without reference to brain functions.
However, devising design aids of the sort I have advanced re-
quires knowledge of the mental mechanisms of problem solving;but
these need not be developped on the spot by the analyst.
Finally, I would like to suggest some areas in vhich
further research would be helpful in establishing what designers
do during parti design.
First, comes confirmation or refutation of my assertions
about differences of procedure correlated with level of skill.
The basic questions here concern the use of precedents, three
dimensional representations, the conditions of insight and sti-
muli chunking. It would be revealing to perform the experiments
vibh very good draughtsmen who are architecturally naive: Does
their facility aid them?
Second, it seems important to determine whether a basic
design episode/sentence really exists and is as universal as
my analysis implies. If this is the only type of problem solving
method or there are only a few others, we can justify pres-
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cribing design methods predicated on this mode of information
processing. A more sysbematic inquiry should be made about the
release of tension I associated with shift of STM content; if
it is an invariant feature, its intensity or rhythm may be used
as a reliable clue of when to keep workitg and when tb relax.
Finally, there are some questions of architectural con-
tent. Can the choice of problem space and pre-solution model
be related to problem bypeor quality of product?
APPENDIX 1 91 ( S1:1)
Over time it has become clear that the MIT
School of Architecture and Planning needs 2 ad-
ditional kinds aof space. The first is for large.
classes from 40 to 80 which are seminars in the
sense that lecturing is occasional; the usual
class is participatory--W0W1 laugh and two for
such...visitors as Ivan Ilich who,...who first
lecture for an hour or less and then engage the
audience of about 200 pple in give and take
discussion for another hour or two. Easy access
to a lobby for refreshments and informal dis-
cussion groups during breaks: is necessary.
Physical comfort, and acous-tic and emotional
intimacy, and audiovisual facilities for
sound rec'ordins, movie and slide projection, etc
are required...the school has scraped together
about $250,000 for a faci-- , for- the facility.
Discussion with the MIT Administration result-
ted in a site to the East of the Student Cen-
ter and between Kresge Auditoriur, the MIT
Chapel, and Amherst Street...the rerouting of
utilities and connections for same will be han-
dled and paid for by MIT itself. For these con-
cessions, MIT asks that other departments be
allowed to use the facilities. Mr. Foz will
represent the School in these circumstances.
Ahh, hum wait a minute now. For these conces-
sions to be allowed...I, I don't understand ()
Right, but why is it important? () Right ()
Right() It's important that you represent the
school so that..() OK () What--define conces-
sions () CK () OK () Ahm...the space require-
ments are as follows: 1 place for 200 people;l,
1 place for 80 people.. totalling 3000 sq ft
at best...lobby with access to kitchen hundred
sq ft, toilets 200 sq ft. coat storage 300 sq
ft--totalling 1600 sq ft.. Projection, recor-
ding and storage facilities 600 sq ft; Jani-
tor's office 100...sq ft and storage six, 60
sq ft Nechanical space 500 sq ft hum and the
total is 6000 sq ft.... thousand sq ft, OK...
May, can I look at this? Wow,...all right now,
this () Is, Is this the chapel here? () Right.
OK and () OK so it's going to be here MIT?() allright...() sigh What a horrible placel..
ayugh. It has to be 6000 sq ft...() hum...
XXy" Ap, that like's a little outhouse,..
thing...Alm, can you, can you wive me some sens-
of the scale of this? () OK, Ahn hum () OK,
Ahm, right () Oh OK, so you () Each of these is
10,..OK () So, so this is a 100 here () So if
this would be 100 x 60 if it were a one, one
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story kind of thing...uh*..Can't remember
what happens out here.., ahm, ah I'll try to
think more out loud...ahm...It seems 'to me
that, that t, this, sigh, this space here ah,
isis a, is like a plain for, ah, for monu-
ments..to be on it..laugh...ah this building
that that that that really egoistic monument
and..uh..I, I guess...it seems to me that, eh,
putting anything in here would really be intru-
sive so I would tend to react one of two ways.
OK, first possibility is that you build another
monument to compete with thenmd if so, if you
were to do that where would you cram another
monument and, secondly, that you would try
put something as, un, unobtrusive as possible
to stay away from the monument and that, that
is my immediate reaction..You know just Intui-
tive thing..ah..it..maybe it's partly the uh...
the na-; the nature of what this space would be
used for, uhm an auditorium, a student center,
ah, a chapel, ah, a lecture space is, is kind of
a different kind of feeling so, but also it's
just that there are too many monuments there
already. I, I'm, I'd be inclined not to put one
some. What is this, is this a parking lot here() OK, soo you have to have parkingaright?()
didn't you say that was requiredi() Easy Access
OK easy access to a lobby for refreshments and
informal discussion, OK...Uhm () So () So you
could build over the street too, couldn't you?
() Hm...hm. What's this? () What's the building
here? () and who this? () Ah and this is play-
ing fields here or? () Hockey rink, .and this()
Oh...pnd this, I don't remember it () and tenni5
courts in front? () Oh, OK () Aha, yea, yea, yea
Ok, allright go you, hum.....XXXXX...And this
has, has..great big steps going up like that;
isn't it.., the Catalano Building? (). really
monumental (0 What happens here? this big walk
way here, going in like that () No, this is the
walkway though, this the official, this is the
the () so this is just open space isn't It ()
But, now how does this () Rightj..and this is
the main entrance () So in space do I seem to
recall that , that this appears to jut out even
though it doesn't and uh you just have a feeling
of mass hrre and there's, there's kind of an
indentation here so that if you put something
in here it would really .change the character
of that, that feeling? () Is that? () Right..()
Yea, yea, yep,..Well, the uhme,....What I'm
thinking bbout is somehow using possibly this
space, but that really bothers me because it
seems that...that it really feels as though the
entrance to this is this whole qourtyard is
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through here and that's really important space
to have..ah, I, I don't want to use this apace
because...just...I just don't know kind of ah
ah repels me Laugh around it. So, these spades
come to it and of course you could take this
parking lot too () Yea () OK, () OK, but what'
interests me is the possibiblity of doing some-
thing here right across the road, starting in
here and coming across because it seems ()
this is the seven story building here OK it's
and brick () it's brick, it's uhm typical dor-
mitory style () castle () Yea, but a, but, but
that,...that wouldn't be bad just in terms of,
of where it's located; it's really handy to
this axis coming in here; 1 like, I like the
way.....uh kind of encloses the space more..
without messing up the space. it almost makes
it more...who knows, it seems if it were done
right it might make it even more powerful...
that the effect, the effect () Right, allright
no, I'm not asking you to jump in just thinking
out loud..ah that the effect would be almost to
more to well...stop, say th an Italian piazza
where where if you, if you close off ahn this,
this space it, it tends to, to bleed out less
and that would make the entrance here more
strong and here more strong which is more closeA
off: and I, it's inter..it seems to me that) that
this side of the chapel ah uhn isn't, isn't
really that crucial, you wouldn't really be
hurting it. The chapel is, is really seen from
here and from here and here and it wouldn't, it
wouldn't interfere with it. It seems to me th&
that this building comes is going to sawtooth
form like that ... wouldn't mind having laugh
something behind it..uh right In here. But..
~gh OK () I can't justify hooking it into the
dormitory laugh 014 feet () OK..,OK...p...XXXX
I don't know how even to have try this sketch
OK building by, building and a, building here
and it's 7 stories high () how high is a story?
() Let's uee the scale of () OK I'm gonna start
using a different, the same scale as this just
to, to () thank you, kdm...iHow many stories high1
is it? () and how many feet did you say., you
said eleven? Eleven feet is to () Seven times
twelve is how many () thank you, It's really
too small. a 100, scale 100 scale () yea so
this is, OK so it's 84 feet high right so ah,
double it. () Thank you XXXXX'Nope, so that
would be...one of these is twenty () Every, eve
ry one of these is 10 feet, no () every () OK,
() OK, OK...Now thishas, this thing, how wide
is this? This is---() come again() 35 right.
OK, Now we have 1,2,3,4,5,6. Now wait each one
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of these is 10 () 0 , 10, 20,30,40,50..60...1
2.3;3,30 to the road, 30 ft to the road! is that
really that wide? Wow! 1,2,3, 30 ft in the
road...and then this setback is 20 ft..,Now,
1 to 20. This 30 () This is 30, this is 30, and
this is 20 to here right () 20? () Ah () 1 to
20...XX , allright 35 ft for that here, OK ()
it's thank you, 30 () 25 ft OK, there. Then
36 ft, 30, six and 20 ft there..and now that's,
I have I don't think I want to, I want to go
that far if I wanted () Thank you, 0A This is
to the walkway so 1,?,3 XX. 33 to the walk-
way..ana maybe you could go. .you're not going
to do it any farther than that so sigh, is therc-
is there a rule about how close you can go to
the road? () Oh OK () So that means I have, uhm
some of this XX 20, 25 so that I have maybe
30 ft on level....so r*vbe XX--so forth, well
let's mm say 15 ft anyway 20, 20 ft up in the
air so it would have to go, this would be the
minimum () eh? () Oh, thank you. It'd have to
go lhis high and you'd probably want to be a
good deal higher just to that many people see
XX...These are bay windows here, aren't they?() This is stupid' it'd be really stupid
thing to do....() Because to build it out that
far, you'd have to, you'd have to take these
bay windows here which would mean you'd take
away all these rooms and that...that, thatjust seems uhm really unnecessary...And..if
this were lecture hall or something you maybe
could justify doing that but, but I don't it
would mkae any sense..Now, of course the ques-
tion is could you no if you destroy the win-
dows in there you destroy these rooms....sup-
pose ...if that XX..Yea XX () Excuse me, I don'+
think this site is such a good idea...tsk...
sigh, now don't think it is.....Ah, I suppose
I should say that that ah that I've been think-
ing of, of how things might fit in s.uppose you
wanted to do this uhm does this make any sense
laugh at all in terms of, of what the needs of
the building are. I was thinking how you could
have the samll lecture room down here and the
large one here and ah the projection facilities
would be in uh, in well probably the projection
facilites here so that they would overlap this
one and uhm and a pass through to the dormitory() section()...Qgh XX.....this spaceit, just
itself and nothing else is XX this is right,
no? Ah, why didn't I think of this before (Uses
overlay) a 100 by 60, so it's...20,30 XX,..
Laughs..hm..XX well...-(.) hum?Ouards, words,
Uhm I was thinking that this, this site wasn't
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so bad as I'Ad originally thought, that () No,
no, the specific site, that whole site still
sucks, Laugh....seh I'm thinking that maybe
I'm spending too much time worrying about where
to site the thing and that I, should be thinking
about...uh what the actual needs are; part of
I don't know, it just seems that's the first
thing that has to be solved..uhm..sigh. I, it
would really be helpf-ul for me if you had pic-
tures () Uh, uh, no it's isn't anything () It's
not a thing for you to reply you're sorry: just
so you'll know how I'm thinking () uh.. but,
...my, my immediate reaction is putting a build-
ing here, that would fix Catalano--this just
has to be the most hateful building in the whole
world just put it over right in front of it..,
lell, the thing would sit there and, and I
don't think it would really interfere too much
because I don't, I don't know, I ..,if there was
something that came right up like that it'd be,
it might be just fine. It could go straight,
is that right now. I'll try it...that's about
I'll put it there..1ow uh. Do you want me to
say why I rejected these areas? () th, OK, ()
XX I, it really disturbs me; it's like-putting
a building in the middle of a football field
somehow I can't get any feeling for, for...how
that would be... it just that really bothers me.
.Except thinking about it now, if you did some-
thinsr...it just, it XX I really, I really felt
intruding ah putting a building here..It's
like building a building in the middle of Stone
henge, that's the way it would feel, to me...
you know, I really, really feel tampering with
the gods or something but on the other hand
you might be able to do something that would--
whistles......XX whistles--let's think..it's
back there one way or the other...XXX..()...
XX..Ah...I guess, I guess which would be dis-
rupt less disruptive. It seems to me that as
far as lecture hall it really doesn't make
much difference whether here or here, ah or here-
really ahm there's a lecture hall here people
who go to it regularly, people like Ivan Ilich
speak there now; it would be very handy to have
it right next to the student center and it just,
it you know, it just doesn't make me feel as
though there's there's any difference in terms
of the, the actual oonvenience to people of
this thing now the parking lot closer to here,
but my God it's no walk; it's closer to the
MTA there ot it's really six of one, half dozen
of another....So I guess it's just which, which
is really a, a less disruptive site...and ()
Where, where you could place uh hm interesting
hm where you could place a building that -
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wouldn't interfere with ah...with visual, with
the visual feeling. Cause I, I really don't,
I really don't see that.. OK, so...And I was
thinking that,..that that both of these...
buildings behind are really designed to have
space around them and ah this building could
take something in front of it really quite
easily even though it would hm tsk, hm...
and then another thing I was thinking is that
this kind of space, it seems to me, that this
this space in which to'put a building automa-
tically suggested uhn this kind of uhm arrange-
ment of buildings and whether there would be
any usefulnss in that kind of arrangehent in
a building to, to any...And I'm wondering about
.. how a buirger..ah, how this building is
seen, trying to recall how I've seen it, it's
really hard for me to remember, what, what's
here Adel? This is, this is the river here?
Oh no () This is the river out here () and I
don't () right () yea (), it seems to me that
you don't, that this Isn't a major view of this
building () So that something could there with-
out and for this obviously you couldn't, it's
just playing fields dawn here, nobody is ever
down here what's out here Adel? () Yea () So
there could be something in there very easily
without any sweat'at all, really. () Yea, at
least there's a view. Uh there is the build-
ing is viewed from this side, but from this
side there's no nothing. W0hat's this? This has
there's a change in level () Wait a minute,
OK what's this again there's () Uh () This is
a walkway (). This is a walkway, this is a
walkway and this Is landscaped? () OK () OK
well then it's all...siah then the building
can go there sigh...I feel better..Right Now
to see how big" the building has to be and that
won't be any difficulty achievfing Hm really
go over part part of the walkway, whould put
the walkway through.XX..maybe, make the walkway
part of the building....Ahn, I was thinking
that, that if you have a kind of sawtooth ar-
rangement here, ah, one way the, the teeth might
be used is for is for discussion areas, ahm,..just kind of informal discussion areas,...if
you if you had them off the lecture room--tsk..
.XX...Sih..XX...Let me one place for 200 people.
one place for 80 people---3000sq ft....I'm
going to have to scale these off; because I
can't I can't visualize them; so if I use th,
the 20 scale let me show () OK, ah () XX 52 ft,
4 f t () Nope Can I keep it up () You can mark if'
later would you like me to mark it one () all--
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right OK, ah...Now if..uhm,..in terms of
slightly 100 wowl whistle () OK XX 3000 sq ft
is..50 by 50 XX in sq ft 27 XX....2000 by 2000,
10 XX 35 ft by 50 XX about 2/3 of that XXX
..... uhm then...XX that scali-ng is really dif-
fidult for me to do, I just don't think in-
tuitively how much, how much space 3000 sq ft
is as opposed to 1500 sq ft () It's really
hard for me..eh..I've got lobby, the toilets,
OK how many square feet for the lobby? See
that's just the kitchen ah wait a minute :
toilet, coat storage...Adel, I, uhm I don't
understand () OK, but'what about the kitchen?
You've got () You mean you've got the kitchen
() OK, but you () 'dell what have have got 100
sq ft here? a 100 sq ft toilet? () Ch all-
right then () OK, 1500 is lobby: 50 x 32?
Right? Have to be that much () XX times 32. I
don't know how to do it make this easier Laugh
() There often, there ah it annoys me to have,
to go through this to visualize how big the
spaces are going to be Ah, OK, 100 sq ft of
that, 10 XX by 10 that's the kitchen, and
toilets are 200 sq ft, so that's like that XX
toilets XX then does that add up directlyAdel
() so you haven't gotgyou haven't, you expect
lobby to take, to have the the place where the
people to meet and talk in small groups if you
want that tha's to be happening it's happen
in the lobby or anywhere () or anywhere, OK,
I, it's meaningless to me () so () OK so I just
uh all right Lgah toilets, coat storage, back
here 35 and 10 phew, Amazing! ,hat kind of
what kind of kitchen did you have mind? () OK,
do ;you expect to to just buy sandwiches here
or do you expect? () OK, allright () allright,
OK.., OK () allright, OK----so now we have pro-
jection, recording, storage 600 so that's I
guess 30 feet by 22; oops, this is..hm 30 feet
by 22 is 600? I haven't done this Oh 32 by 20
() Right it's just, not for this anyway, 30 -
by 20 XX projection () Recording, XX storAge
XX in this XX right () OK lobby; this is 300
XX this is 200 XX this 100 XX how much did I
figure that lecture space 2000- and the other
1000 roughly and...XX I don't know anything or
bout mechanical space, and where, where it
goes what it is, hell with it, 100 sq ft XX
janitor and street) () Hard () that's what you
mean near the kitchen..storage mechancial space
is a lot () OK () Ah, sigh, 250 uh that's 25
times 20....huhm, OK,now XXX..the lecture room
is, the big space is...the s 1l the small
space is from 40 to 80 people ah, I'll 40 make
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it a lot smaller 30 people and it's participa-
tory allright...XX this is lecture special XX..
. So, hugh...,it seems to me that the most...
that this is really the challenging problem:
the small lecture room--to make, to make up
room that, that really encourages participa-
tion that holds as many as 80 people; it's realt
ly kind of mind.boggling t6 me,...and the way
that ..could be...be done, I suppose to be ar-
ranged so that...that it would cause ah, some-
how see this..OK, so the site..sigh..l right
( ) OK OK, the site is say roughly 200, uhm
() just want to rip this off,, keep it quite
handy, trying to quite.m.XX 200 by..what? that's
1 times 60, wow what am I doing? Not familiar
30 not XX () Uhm () I was just trying to get a
feeling () Yea () right, yea, uhun, what I want
ed to do is have these things and the site
work there so I could look back and forth to
get a feeling, but I can't do it...I should, I
should of, of realized the 1/8th was too, too
big to, to let me switch back and forth ()
Well that's right..Being boggled by the scale..
...XX.....() I'm, I'm just Laugh ah I'm think-
ing just OK, so cutting everything in half...
that would be that size, that would be about
this..h XX....OK, ahm, Aow to, to get a feel
for pot, what size going to be. Can I do it?
Can I want it? No, XX anytime if I put down 1
to 2 () so 1:20 is probably the best. All-
tighty, sigh XX So this 200 ft..., which is
20 XX uhuh by... Thank you ; I'm glad I didn't
really notice XX oops XX hum I don't under-
stand...what..,l,2,3? XX ..I don't understand
what I've done here () Ah, this whole distance
is 10, 12, right () This is 120 () Bight there
() but the space is 1,2,3,40, and this space is
40 like that right () no wait () scale () so
it's set like this. Doesn't look right! ()
OK, ah...XX..15; 1,2,3, a 100, no 7,8 XX...
right XX so far the shortest XX that's 20 XX 20
5 and 20, carry 5, ten to throw away, like
that sigh XX...Oh Now XX sIch. time to ponder
....people want to walk through, look out,
people...do..OK here...and here and here XX
can go here XX...XX..Did, did you say Adel
there was a raise level here on this walk-
way () Goes down lIke that? () But goes down ts
ts ts lIke that or here () I don't understand
the purpose () Come up? () Down () OK, but
that's, then this is level () OK Is there a
chanre in level this way () Allright () Ok...
XX wsalkvway now. ..thi s is all the c our tyard .. .
Aht', I was interested , I was thinking what
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would happen if you built a building with the,
the edge of the building coming right along
this, this courtyard here.,.. because, I was just
curious, because this is such a strong Nircle
and that rather than having ah, it seems to me
there's just a nice feeling existing on the
walk from one building to the next and 1
is't you put a built, set a building into the
space like that then you've got you've got 1 C,
to put assuredly grass in it and have walks
to it and that really disturbs the feeling
and since, so what, if you built whistle, part
of the building right like that? ... Uh....uh
f or some reason I'm thinking in terms of a 2
story building and I don't really know Thy...
either the samll lecture or in one ahm and the
samll lecture on the top level and the larwe
lecture on the botrom level simply because it's
easier sending people in and out of... Sigh
uhm. really have no pic ture to do that be-
cause this thinr's really low isn't? () Yea,
I don't think it would be such a mood idea to
put a 2 story, even a 2 story builning there...
sigh. Just thinklinx that I hadn't done that
little planning diagram sih. This was all
3000 wasn't it? () Oh you All 6000? It wasn't
was it? That means there was no problem fitting
all that in one story. So, then, what have I
done sigh....'ell I suppose you have to...plan
XX..,.Ah, it's difficult to, think out loud,Ah.
I gress I was thinking of wat, what has to go
with what..Ah, do you want the the large lec-
ture and the small lecture to open up to the
same lobby?... Two things that uhm I should uhm
be torn between making bubble diagrams and just
how the spaces, the spaces should go--what
should connect with what and just thinking of
how it would actually, how it would actually
fit together in terms of a building.....what
now, uhm, large lecture and the lobby, that ex-
tra time, and the lobby..and the, the small
lecture XX, kitchen, the kitchen sure runs to,
meet the kitchen, ah what's, what have I got
left coats and the hat checking, kitchen XX put
it in the center for all I care, anything up
that room for the janitor and that room would
have to be...janitorXX...ah, that's a big prob-
lem XX lobby and ah, mechanical, mechanical
have a problem XXX...Did I figure this in, I
figured it, good grief XX 50 by 43, dimensions
...kitchen, 100 coats 300...Toblets...Ah I've
got it, Now I see..when do people like to go
to the toilets; they want to go when they come
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in, they like to be able to leave the lecture
room quickly...so they need to be in here some-
where.,that can't phooey! Let me put them in
XX....() Ah, what really needs to be near what
() Ah,...ah () OK, ahm the large lecture has
to open off the lobby, the samll lecture has to
open off the lobby, the uh projection area has
to be connected to the small lecture and the
lafge lecture, it's reasonable to have the same
projection area for two that's why it's that
way, the coats have to open off the lobby and
should open and should be..ah easily accessible
ah to the large lecture room and the small lec-
ture, be people could be divided they certainly
could be two separate coat rooms, but have to
serve for both, ah, the kitchen it seems to me
really doesn't have to be attached to anything
but the lobby anG <ou dA N ht in 1i i
o: <a bby and I kir c1 wondered about that,
putting a great biQ' round thing in the middle
of it but it's and it probably reasonable to
have the janitor's quarters near that for some
reason it seems to me an advantage to have that
near the mechanical area but not, well I don't
the mechanical area I just don't really know
about that and I forcot the storage. And I
reasoned then, the toilet ah need to be, or
toilets need to be ah near or on, right off
the large lecture room, the small lecture room,
the lobbby, and people as soon as they come in
like to be able to go to the bathroom very
often and I put them up in in here and ah
that's as far as my thinking went about it.
...And I still don't have any damn feeling of
how this thing fits in. Phooeyl ..Awful. ()
This this how these spaces fit in on this. I
still don't have any conn t of that yet real-
ly that way, ah I read 130 ft there and 2000
sq ft there and neither of them. What was this
150 sq ft I think do you remember Adel? () Aah
() Hum XX Stupid measure this; 200, yep XX..
OK, let ire think about it. Ahm this feels like
the hardest part...ahm....what are some ideas?
Lntering this thing from here, here, and here
that abuts the house huh that's huh that was
what I inte-nded...I really, I really the idea
of havine, of having this underpass, of having
this walkway go underneath and untIl it came
out, ah,..but I, I discarded that because of
the? the problem of .... just suppose that..if
you took just a part of this....you have then
XX the large lecture hall XX...lIke that Is
that Bonnie? Is it that late? () Oh, DearJ
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() Uhm.... () I'm trying to figure out, Now I'm
just sigh trying to get a, a basic feeling for
the, .a way the building might actually look on
this thing, uhn so I'm guess I'm drawing in plaY%
on- the bottom level and I'm wondering whether
it's just possible to fit a large lecture hall
In kind of a rew space with the small lecture
hall- on top with the lobby in here.....then
the projectionXX...people enter from here...
XX.....I'm really struggling to think in uhm in
more than three dimensionally; it's really dif-
ficult....what's happened to the large lecture
here; no, -large lecture see be there and this
little lecture....XX..20 times approximately
30, 600 feet ah 600 ft, this then will be 200
sq ft that large lecture room () OK (). Yea ()
uhm () right, right I know, I got.....Ah, 40 by
50 feet OK and we've got that XX sigh this
right, Adel, back face on this front is 2000 sq
ft is 50 times 40 () So that, so I wasn't too
far off. Interruption
Ah.....,hum., you- seem to have big area here;
1 area in here...1 big box here XX an odd shape
not sure...like that for a small area XX then
you give, put them tolether..by a lobby X..
XX..in the back..putting something together ()
Yep...uhm..then, allright now...sigh projec-
tion there, projection doesn't have any of that
uhuh take up in here, it may come all the way
to here, right? That's this, Adel? () Not for
people? () Oh, Oh -() I'm shocked. good for for
a kitchen, laumh () CK, the garbage truck comes
this way. Ah, uhm, allrightee so Projection
can be...can be back there, Now...projection...
put this here...a Aood place for to try that
allright, I'm gonna push this out to here into
the projection area XX then you have, mechani-
cal..it just has-to go somewhere, I don't un-
derstand about mechanical lauah mechanical is a
crown prince laughs () I would hope so laughs
allright laug-h we'll have a 500 foot basement
laughs OK, I'll call it laughs () Right, good
() OK, I hereby reject mechanical..Ah...I would
really much rather have 1 projection room for
both..Tsk... XX.....CJ;, what I'm thinking
about is, uhm, a small lecture room here, a
large lecture room here with a lobby sigh that
uh..is, issome kind of irregug/r shape along
it to provide uh little spaces where can people
can kind of congregate ahm it's, imp it's very
important to me that this be somehow...not, I
don't know even how to do this but I don't want
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the smaller lecture room to be just a big
box ahm, it's,it's got to have some kind of
provision in it forfor making it feel like
a smaller space.. and the large lecture room,
I just don't really have much feeling for at
all except for, for the way it, you know the
way, you've got to make detail arrangment,
something has to be figured out bu,uhm..tO
do that you have to ... coats,hm ... mutter,
toilets, coats XX well, just for fun let's
see how big this lobby space is.,it's hard
to measure, guess I'll do it across like
this: 30,30, and 20,50..that's 1500,1500? Oh
yea, that'll be something .. XX. .uhm....Sih
Doesn't do things I'd like it to do () Uhm,
doesn't..ah....It doesn't interact at all with
the sidewalks () Well, there's, I have no feel-
Ing for..f or.. uhm.. you know what would
prevent it from just being a wall laugh......
this....XX..() Huhm?..ahabout why I was
doing this? I was wondering about what was
if someone were to ask footbridge to have,
to have this be a really, the noisy edge be
along here uff and the quiet edge u'ff to be
on this way....()...sihg....OK, I was baumh
... how come this is here?......... I suppose
one thing like this: XX, one thing thing like
this: XX....XX...XX () uh,I haven't really done
much, I've been thinking about uh how to make
this more interesting here. () And() uhm,I
still have the same essential scheme really..
with,with.. orie area here and one area here
.. XXX..hm..hm..Too big box..XXX..Heuch I
suppose...Kind of like the idea of the building
going right up to thethe edge of the thing
and touching..points...XXXXXX () 'hat's hap-
pening is uhm..is; I was just wondering if
you the idea of havinp the building going
right up to the points with this, of the walk.
Then, it bothers me this doesn't go up to this
point psiumpsium like that so then' I begin
to, messing..well if this point goes there and
if you have some kind of arrangment, some three
blocks like that that go into each otherwell
then that,maybe.you'd want to do it that way
so that this,this edge go into and ahfor some
reason, this ah lecture rooms make me think
of bir Iteystone shapes..So I began to decide
to do that, to make it equilateral..XX..it
doesn't have to be very much of a, of just
tiny little thing,tiny space., and then what
happens here? XX does it?.. Doesn't seem to
do it... because..XX really a bit much..try
it like that out.. and why? XX NO, how the
building like this really operates.Go back to
...XX where's that other sketch I have ()
The one that I want to flip; this is it,
Oh, I've let it sit right here OK, GEEit
wasn't realy as far along as 1 thought it
was, how disappointing. OK, so, now we have
...XX( 8o.a large lecture area,' this isn't
really doing a small lecture area justice;
no way I can that fit...XX allright, now the
smallish area is approximately a thousand
feet..() thank you () 04..30 () allright,
try 35 is () over....XX hpjn I. ref use to have
this... the small lecture area ous t ne ,tsk
ah...The problem is something like this: do
I have any XX uhm, any value... no,no...uhm,
that's not the tiny thing-uh ,Im wondering
how messy it would be to angle, in, order
to make the size of the space more, I mean
th, the shape of the space more conducive to
kind of uh,uh something that would ipvite
participation somewhere between..40 people
and expanding to as large as 80 because that
really seems to be a difficult problem.. and
if there's some way you can projection areas
into a space like this to uh, to.. that would
bQth work in andand at the same time help
break that space so that the thing to do is
just to figure out... how that space might be
used.. suppose you have.. these are going to
be used for lecture,right Adel? () OK, so what
happens if you put people all around the cen-
ter?..or what happens if you have..uhmuhm
XX something that feels more uhlike a that
you have the projection; the peoplepeople
sitting around am and yet not completely
around; well,I'm sure is ( Stop)
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Awkward..big glass wall...hard place to build
anything. Tsk... ja no real blind sideseclu-
ded..traffic directions,o3*ins,strength..Q
Building not very large..really..3 spaces may-
be...twoto wit two..interior...special spaces
for sitting...viewing and ...talking ...and
some kind of release space to escape concentra-
tion of the..of the leature or argument..some
place open maybe,outward looking- that's why
asking ahout blind side, a place to lie in lit-
tle garden, relief know...thinking of prece-
dent--take time if we talk about each thing k
that srikes me...thinking of Loeb experience,
theater experience which in a sense same sort
of thing as a lecture hall...sometimesmostly
it's atheater sometimes it's a lecture hall,
spend an hour,or two actsconcentratingthe
lights are lower-- you know you're viewing and
then you been sitting for a long time and you
want to walk, you want to,.uheh,,eant more
distant horizons to rest your eyes, which would
mean more distant horizons like glass walls,
walls,eh..some sort of view and into maybe even
a possibility in good weather of sitting out-
doorssitting around in a kind of garden,...
thatthat constrastingthat experiencethat
little spaces dontdon't amount to hill of beans.
...hum, and so especially the character seems
to be the relationship of the two large,ehm,in,
ahm,volumes and...the lobby and..the uh. I don't
know -flgh- whether the ...these spaces need
to be necessarily darkened. Was firstfirst X
thought was theater like space.You talk about
all your facilitiesslides, and things like that
which would necessitate darkening the room..uhm.
There'skind of an expensive wogue,,, closing
off automatically ahahlagge expense of glass,
well no reason why lecture hall can't have lot
of windows. fi...Yeah,yeah,yeahuhthat's a res-
triction in a sense on kind of uhon seating ar-
rangements in a sensein other words if you have
a daylight screen but that in turn requires that
uh,seat in kind of narrow angle in back of pre-,
but thenyou want thing to turn around and be an
easy,seminar sort of a thing which hm would,
would indicate more of a square room or some kind
of uh minimum distance ah situation where ypu
have good eye contact and...small uhm..well,cer-
tainly not regimentation and the the the long,
deep solution that that a narrow screen angle
would imply,but it doesn't seem to me that,that
allows the uh the...whole point of this thing
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to occur which apparently is uh the reason these
are rather unusual in that one's going to remain
after... and engage in discusston which I assume
should not be homed.
I'm uh... what I'm doing--imagine me of it -..
small space and then some kind of flexible wall
anduh, a large space that's probably out of sca-
le and each of these hrs some kind of contact
with,with ah, a lobby space which in turn XXXXX
has some relationship t to the.... outsideand...
pshpsh pshiu...I assume the [low would be from
the outside to the coats...and the coats into
the ...spaces thexselvesthe,the kind of lecture
spaces... and then from there on out..uhm...what
if they put the coats in the lecture spaces them-
selves you know sort of...as a part of...or some-
thing... -sigh...ah..seesay you came hereif
you entered and then...uhm..entered in either
one of...these spaces- this was justthis was
just that kind of warm air space you knew-from
for mudsomethbmg and uh then you could approach
in a couple of ways and then you went into either
one and then if this were...vwsome sort of...huhm
well little space has to looklittle space has to
be joined to big spaceit has to... huh-that's
where's the problem the ..uhm,, question of how
to relate these spaces so that permanent project-
ion facilities work for earh yet don'tget in the
way when you won't...() Oh yearh? fl Yearh,it
could be the same room.I mean it could work both
ways uh jj so that you could have movies at the
same time although theyit, youthey don't want
them in each other's room, but let's imagineno,
no I wouldn't make two projection rooms Elcause
that's,they are expensive;they have to be fire-
proofed.... let's imagine we had a, had some
sort of a ..XXXXX let's see- what--XXX...some
kind.QfXXXof...more like..XXXX.that so you put
a projection table here... a projection table
here XXXXX..Ql They're all different ways uh,
if this were... this has to be eEEE
pretty reasonably centered in roomhum...
XXXXXX so what hapens,..XXXXXwhat if you do this?
WXXXX....put in a flexible wall ,up and down
XXXXX with some kind of... some kind of project-
ion space like that; XXXXXXX... and then a flexi-
vie wall XXXXX and then this:XXXXXXX,hmm, this
same thing....XXXXX..yeah....XXXX.,starts to
overlap, XXXXXX that's the thing and.....that's
that kind of relationship XXXXXX rhomboidal thing
this is a square thing and eh,...uhm, I don't
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knowuhm, this possible if we assume to
hold that a bit further and that and have an
entrance there.....XXXX... and an entrance there,
and then where, if this were to be useful for
both....yoP'd have a sightline problem; you'd
probably...some kind of relationship like that...
however screwy that looks.....would work both
wyas using this central position...now...let's
get back to site plan: XXXXXXuhmXXXXXX this is
further over XXXXXX this is over here XXXXXI
I think thatthat in a better wcrld you'd have
a xeroxed site plan -- laughs- Foz. XXXX Oh,
shit this thing's way down here because there's
the advanced studies thing XXXXXXX in the corner
isn't there?- yeah. So this is,I don't know
tight up against this or not? I notice you walk
up thse steps withoutuh, bumping into that; it's
something more like that,.XXX..the student union
is pretty close this,hum.. this isn't XXXXX,isn't
trafficked to here XX, there's traffic like that:
XXXXX there's traffic like that: XXXXX. You
wouldn't see putting this thing thing oter here
would you? f Down here all over parking lot f
This is, this is at least 200 feet fi Sure itis
laghs. AT any rate fi it's really awkward not
knowing where these buildings are because uh fi
Well,my uh,....I don't think that would make,I
don't think that would make-laughs- that much
difference so far as walking goes and uh,-sigh-
it would in a sense preserve this rectangle which
..Tehh has not been wise in creating in the first
place. In other words, I A don't think CAta-
lano ever expected there would be anything HEM a
between him....XXXXX... abd the chapel XXXXX, uh,
not unless you wantedyou wanted to uhmahno,
there's just no, that building is meant to beseen
dead on.... it's meant to be a big one of thefew
outdoor major.....visible campus elements in....
at Tech outside say of the thing in fromt of the
uhm,uh Ida Green building.I mean thaseems to be
so far reD E removed from anything this really
has a certain personality and of course the uh,
this things is very elegant seen from the ground
...... so it seems like....some kind of perspec-
tive through to.. it wouldseems a shame to throw
a building in front of that because this is a
major traffic fi. Well also I mean if we have
these grand staris to a tiny little building,it
does a little awkward and overwhelming. So, I I
would say let's..., imagine that we have,then we
a building here that has,hugh, we could develop,
this a courtyeard XXXXX a maybe courtyard between
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XXXXX Kresge and that nice glass wall.I don't
know I live with something fl Yeah,yeah, but
we don't need much, any more than 15,20 feet and
there's some sort of exteriror thing, blt it
wouldn't be a on street side,it wouldn't be on
natural entrance, you could spike it into this,
into this kind of XXXX access XXXX I guess that
there's some kind of triangular XXXX couple of
triangles for traffic like that .... I don't know
which way back hereathletics back here L
Something like that Q Ah, then there's this then
too, hum.... well, it seems to put itit seems to
putto put a minor building there, wrong f1.
Well now,now let me get a possibility of develop-
ing next to this nice glass surfaceuh, and XXXXX
with the building sort of presenting maybe even
a black wallor some sort of ribbon under wall...
or some kind of thing to the street and then
you'd have perhaps this entrance lock here XXXX
might begin to develop some kind of uhuh geome-
try to the problem XXXXX which uh is more uh traf
fic entry XXXXX and then XXXXX,uh some kind of
uhuh meeting space, both the rooms XXXXX that
is maybe we couldmaybe could we die.,down it
like entry and then hmm both, the little room,
the little room has to touch there XXXXX and,
oopsthe uh that has to be permeable... and but
since we want.... say terrace XXXXX there....
that'm not goodthat can't happen, this would
probably allrgight XXXXXX yeahthere's a wall
hereyou know for privacy or something and then
the...... the big part XXXXX of XXXXXuhm Kresge,
EMMU How do you spell that? fl Allright.. sigh..
Then youryour lobby would in a sense want to be
XXXXX thereuh, because if it wereone, a bad lob-
by, don't want to have space,you want a kindof
visual connection there.....allright...then the..
uh....uh.... XXXXX..uh..sigh ... that's no good..
XXXXXX, can't really fold one into the other,..
what'd we do here.....sigh.....put them , that
there and then had this big space here XXXXX
Allright put the little one here and then
so that we could enter both of them like that
XXXXX and both had this access out..... lMEN
Let's, ah enlarge that.XXXXXX ,uhm XXXXXXX. Still
hung on these scales of this,this sort of figurin
Well this is no good,because the natural project-
ion spot if,if these things went like that and
then his,at the perm, at the common wall - sigh-
So this ah, let's try it again XXXXX thinking of
XXX a big,big. I draw this square because it seei
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to me that the, this casual thing has more chan-
ce in a square,or roun or a rhomboidal shape
than it does in a long narrow rectangle....and
there's,there's still some kind of interest
problem....well let's see....let's imagine that
XXXXXX weve got XXXXX a small room in there XXXX
I can put a projection XXXXXbooth something like
that and pou could have a screen kind of that way
or that way....same screen....screen,,, and then
this could be flexible, so that could be over
there,uhm, XXXXXX and you have entrance... that's
not the best place to.....anyway supposebut XXXX
uhm ahd then....maybe the terrace is out here....
maybe there's some lock or something. Lobbylob-
by rather XXXXXX if enter, space flows into that
XXXXXXXX withwith terrace beyond XXXXXX and
outdoors XXXXXyeat.
04 if you go over 'em too many times,can't pick
out first stage. I don't normally,always work
as literally, but work reasonably consecutively.
Well, this is all out of proportion and I sup-
pose we should talk aboutuhm put some actual
scale to the.... to the uhm roois and you space
for 200 people and a space for 80 peopletotal
of about 3000 square feet so I don't really know
1 I'm glad you're allowing 15 in tiny little
school rooms where people are packed in fi but
isn't an R auditoriumthis is really something
to,well,I mean, you see it as an auditorium type
spcae rather than as a...like with fixed seating.
..I mean is if somebody going to bother to set
up thing jj is it like Boylston Hall f1 Well,
right f) yeah,you j} No, there are folding chairs
that have arms, uhm. Well it could fixed if it
were semicircular with athe slop has to be small
if any at all. I think that the Mallinckrodt
lecture rooms are reasonably intimate.They're uh,
they're uh, square practically fl I don't know
quite what they are or may be it's two Divinity
_4 Two DiNinitythere's a very low sort of wide
thing with a lot of aisles lpx and down, what it
has a central lecttre point uhm -sigh- uh well
-clears throat-hunch. Well I don't know,I'm a
little f - slaps thigh in evident frustration,
I think it should be figured a little more espe-
cially if you know there's,want a lot of slop.
from you know if you want a little slop so theret
a lot of circulation space that can be turned in
fact into illegal sitting and space ,hvnm. A cert-
ain amoint of freedom it seems to me is impera-
tive if the thing is going to be relaxed. In othe
words if you can't,if you've got to,got,if you've
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got to go down the aisles to get bo the bath-
room in the middle of a two hour bull-session,
uh,especially where you know,uh,you don't want
to stumble over... let's imagine;I think that
they should up that figure to at least,to say
at least 12 to 15 per person....in other words
to give Continental seating of hm, forty inches
between aisles. It seems to me that's a minimum
condition if you have fixed seatingat least it
should be Continental seating so that you're ,
so there's alamst an aisle in front of each row
thatthat's quite sloppy from pure space utili-
zation, but but itbuhp....well....well....I
think it's a basic decision on character that
uhm one should make right at the startisn't it?
whether it's going to be a situation like HUnt
Hall where for lectures the seats are set up
and then as the thing breaks up, they are pro-
gresskvethe order is progressively destroyed,
the space can be clared, the speaker can walk
into the centerand, other people move their
chairs around; in fact, they may even uh uh sur-
plus of uh uh chairs which could added from a
supply and, anotheruhm, it seems to me one fact
that I know about meetings in general is that
people are psychologically depressed by meetings
in a room that is too large for the group. There
was this conventional in, in business motivation
books toto discuss the uh,uhm when uhm utility
of providing fewer seats than you expect people
so that there's either some crowding or people
have to get,get seats out so that uh possibly,
uhm, it would make some sense to have a room
where the seating, the number of actual seats
out could be started, slightly under what you
expected and increase them yr have a, a sort of
storehouse of seats, Things could be set up neat-
ly and if the uh anticipated crowd didn't turn
out,it wouldn't like meeetings in Lowell Lecture
Hallyou know small meetjings out there are ter-
riblydepressing,always llok like such a tiny
minoflty whereas if they have in a small room,
evem you know the choice of a volum is important
just for. I think giving people the initial idea
something important is going to happen here;it'
not the rump sessiion. So okay,I'llZ makeENNEN
that decision now as correct, could be reversed
but I think that we, extra we use uhm some sort
of flexible seating like like gangable,gangable
f f~hlding chabrs that that can be NEWEstocked
and then can be set maybe at 1?5,half of most pf
the time and then if you expect more can move out
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into and have and can stick with me thethe
uh figure of uhm XXXXX say 10 XXXXX wahich
would give us 2000 feet plus uhm some kind of
slop,say another 500 feet XXXXX now this adds
and and they need some kind of storage space
for these extra chairs but OK let's imagine
that we start out like Hahn says disproving the
square which is now approximately uh,..well, it's
about psypshpushhumm, 50 by 50,right;0,0,25
using scale- 50 by 50 and for the large XXXXX
and the uh, this hum large XXXXXX, the small woul
be something;we said 80 people at 10 which will
be 800+....hh,say it's a 1000,uhm.....XXXXXX or
that's about say 30 feet en a side. humncurious
seems too large XXXXXX, no it doesn't seem too
large, well you can fiddle with those for ap-
proximateapproximate sizeshum. Now you say
toiletskitchen,....uhcoat sbbrage 1600 feet fl
well j} that's,well. It may be more tay be less.
OK, I'll go back to that. I'll try to put some,
this is obviously too smallit's a little tiny
seminar room with a lecture room. These things
are really,more really more comparable scale,um,
so revise that preliminary parti... and pretend
that that 50 foot and uhm then 30 foot would be
something,yea something in there,something like
that leaves 20 feet here, 30 foot fRNEE psss,
messed flexible wallup; we're talking anout uh
XXXXXX some kind of projection space although
that projection is at the moment, is on the ac-
cessible XXXXX....well that's not too bad...maybe
should,....maybe should be cocked a little XXXX
..... that's a better relationship, huh XXX with
ah... entrance...entrance XXXX, let's imagine.,
that this begins flexible wall, how this outline4
gets somewhat betterfR huh? if you want to view
it..... where's that red Pentel? How do you like
that? XXXXX uhm, if we do this XXXX now does this
have to be this shape? XXXX yea,well, fiddle...
ah,let's see,we have XXXXX....overcoming here.
....XXXXXX that could be smaller,...XXXXX,it's
mot the sort of thing thatno....this has to be
a permeable wall,uhm, I've got to ...XXXX wider
room rear which would shine into that....more...
like that XXXXXX and a window here seeps so that
light comes back. In other words,yoyi dim lighting
maybe,but then this becomes,remains in darkness..
XXXXX projection without reaching,nearing com-
plete darkness... .hmm.. ..XXXXXX now the...NEE
Jesus, what a weird building! We want,uhm,some
sort of control and,uh,....XXXX....and kitchen
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facilities,janitor spaces &l janttor's office
and uh some cleaning storagecleaning materials,
uhm, floor wax and things like that aj right,
right flg uh.,..it's reallycould ube anywhere
XXXXXXX.....should probably give 'em the lobby
....Does it necessarily have to haveuh,....it's
a long trup and if you wereif you were to have
refreshments set up,....would someome bring them
into room or people go out? fl yea fi uhuhuh....
humh,....I don't know, uhm what we are doing here
XXXXXXXXXX there's some timy little office there
XXXXXXXtoiletsXXXX well this ,this lobby -clears
throat- uh.....mmm..... XXXXXXXX Well,let me see
Iam going to work on this parti for a little bit
and wee whether it gets anywhere fl Na,well,uhm
fi it's matnly frustration ab being unable to
uhm realize uhm the-sigh-; it's not handsome i
huh-laugh- fl it's not a.... it's and it's this
maybe works a little bit, it's ,it's notit doesit
lead to handsome relationships those other spaces
so.,,,uh.... let us start from the other ends
and see, and and see how start from the end,it
doesn't work, make it work and see if I can ad-
just the other things jj Yes,I didwill,would
these steps down here... which were to the
street.,..and....uh and we would have uhs., the
building's gonnat enter in some fashion from here
we're going to haven , maybe some kind
of XXXXX. I don't know,lift it a little bit and
....ah.... this be ...blank and ,the thing could
have this kind of corner opening.... and that
gives the....let's call this the foyer and we
have some doors....to get in XXXXX and....yes
some sort of,....space uhm XXXXX and ther's....
access to the first....lecture room.... XXXX,
uhuh maybe there's.... maybe the projection booth
goes at the opposite, maybe it goes in here and
we access to the second.... and perhaps that...
XXXXXX....uhm.... and this lobby's is like this
....in other words we have XXXXXXXXXXXXXX so one
could proceed like that or like that and this
some sort of ....milling space....maybe this is
a solid wall XXXXXXXXXXX and this has.... some
space.... and then what have we got r..... sort
of running out of... ..XXXXXXXX..XXXXXXXX...tsh,
hum....Well, that's no good...it'd have to be the
other way around XXXXXXX....if that projection
were to work out it'd have to be like this -laugh
....wouldn't it? no, that's allright XXXXXX.Let's
imagine that,uh,.....XXJXXXXXX....now since if
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these,REIW if these are....XXXXX...flexk-
vle seats, one assummesone assumes that they
could be turned around to tf face that way...
OK.. hum...XXXX....Ugh....Well....hush...Frus-
tration!- slaps thigh- XXXXX It's hard to
break out of these rectilin&ar- clears throat-
uhm XXXXXXXXX,ouch XXXXXXX......WXXXX yea XXXXXXX
Huunh, back to the same uh - laugh- sawe situa-
tionhum.... Just the time limit -laugh- U2
....Ah....OK,well......I suppose that...uh...
XXXXXXX... to this XXXXXX-sigh- XXXXX tat's
over here XXXXX it's a weird geometru XXXX this
isn't too badjust not.....XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX...
XXXXX and the others, so that it hasmuh, a cert-
ain appeal to it: number 10, uhm there's,,uh,
just because it's rectilinear I guess,....but
qw know that there's...E I know that thdre's
this problem with it for sight lines and the
con....contact is notgood,....so....maybe if
one draws the square differently XXXXXX...,and
try to make those relationships..XXXX... in a
different fashion, maybe it that's.... XXXXX....
maybe if they fit together XXXXXX in a XXXXXX,
you know if this was larger and they're thisat
this kind of angles , we try....huh...and with
XXXXXXXX that being square, maybe that semi-per-
meable so that....,the big rooms becomes much
flatter f UWell,it's not so square,it's more,
it's like hexagonal XXXXX And then this becomes,
then you have....uh....you always wind up wit4
this problem,I guessshit, well screw it. Maybe
there's..... maybe it's not essential that this
..... maybe this....XXX,...conjoinability....bt's
more important than the ...than the uh....that
good joinability is more important than uh...
maximum utilization of the - sigh- ... project-
ionists space XXXXX... in other words, this XXXXX
if you get hat somethinghah! it's really and
it dovetails like that where there's XXXXX then,
then you can join them to it, to a big space.
XXXXXXX,it doesn't lend itself to a lobby XXXX
trying to get a space, it's an interesting little
problem we're trying to get a space that,
that uh... this has a certain sense to itthis
number 10, in which the lobby is accessiblethis
is aceesible, that's accessible and that and that
works and this doesn't work too badly... in other
words, it seems to me then you can,you could put
the kitchen over here uh..... with the janitor..
and you'd get a volume. What would you get? You'd
get a....XXXXXXX a IRHRE lowest volume XXXX
and it ,frankly,probably make that higher if I
were joining them.
Let's say between the auditorium and the chapel...
like there would be overlay () Taking some of the
parking area? () Oh...you mean a 90x90 square
over on that side?() Can I mark on this?() Just
gotta get an idea of, of...this...well...and this
d take it can slide() that's not a good site, you
know() OK, now this program doesn't really make
itself clear immediately. It needs two additional
kinds of space, 1 for large classes which are
seminars...and 20for such visitors As Iilich...Oh,
I see...K., so you need space for 200 people can
give and a take with somebody...and you need a
space where 80 people can do ito ...And we're go-
ing to overlook the fact that this a totally silly
thing to do() it's really against the school() ...
so basically we need two assembly spaces...l for
200, 1 for 80, and then we have the lobby, the kit-
chen,toilets, coats storage, projection space,...
so it's basically just...two...large spaces and se
service spaces for those() throat ehem...and that
comes up roughly 6000 sq ft as opposed 81000C sq ft
piece of ground it could go on...Do really want to
represent the school on a program like this?()...
Well the site seems like a tough one because,...
it's a rather formal area that's set up like prima'
rily by three other buildings, see: the audiL
toruium, the chapel, and student center but it
also ahm seems to be right on main path of circula-
tion that go&s over to McCormick Hall....which is,
eh another building that got really tagged on, out-
side of this grand complex of threee buildings...
and Ash, the corner of Ashdown comes in there too
...so,...there's also a rather weird site', in that.
it's, eh...off in the midst of a bunch of rather
public buildings and this one seems to be a,
slightly more private although it is for, for publi
gatherings of the...School of'Architecture and
Planning() ... Yea, I suppose it could be...One of
the interesting things about the program as-it's -
set up is that a facility like this probably would
be standing empty some of the time...and the way
this one's set up it really would be empty beaause
there's no provision here for a receptionist or
secretary or...or anyone who would manage the facil
ity and...() be there all the time...so it's curi-
ous kind of a thing...Nowto what extent would the
school be willing to consider adding other fundl
tions into this?() What might useful over there?
What I have in Mind particular would beah would
this,.since it is in a, Ina rather public area,
would this for example be placed to,...eh have any
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exhibition from the gchool, would it be a good placo
to set up a coffeehouse or something like that...() Let me ask you a technical question() What's
going to happen to my sketches and stunfl? () I
think I would be somewhat hung up if I felt that...
my design were going to be() on any kind of public
display anyplace() or even prominent in your thesis() So probably I'll create those drawings as a re-
sutlt of that() OUGH OK, well, this is a tough prob
lem because you, you give a nasty site for it...
psss...Well what I am gotng to do first is to try
to 6et a handle on the problem at all.., is...to
ah...make at the scale of the site plan... just some
little rectangles which will represent the various
sizes of various thitga and that'll give me an idea
of the scale I'm working with...it's an awfully
small scale to wo3k at--for this purpose I think
I'll be 61iright...uh...Now for...200 people and 80
people we've gdt a grand total of 3000 sq. fr., t
that comes to a little better than 10 sq ft per
person let's add a 2000 sq ft space which is, uh,
let's let's say for the sake of argument 40X50...
XXX...This space for 80 people, let's say that's
1000 sq ft...roughly, so that's --Uhm---let's see
4 0x25...Were you trained as an architect?()...OK,
lobby, with access to kitchen 100 sq ft. toilets
and coats storage and 600 sq ft for all the,...
no 750...plus mechanical...So these just ah,...
that's another little yquare about that size XXXXX
plus kitchen and storage, lobby...and...theb one
about that size for mechanical equipment..., OK I
didn't put those in any particifaIjr order, I just put
down 6 squares and start those.around on the bite
plan..to get some sense of uhm how big a mass
we're talking about...in this building...they say
we can't wipe out that parking area, huh() except
during special events().....OK Somehow...my spaces
don't as big on the site as they ought to, cause I
only cover 6000 out of 8000, have to cover 3/4s
..- hm..I guess it almost does that...sigh...
Well, the big thing that's bothering me about this,is the site...It's obvious we can fit the building
in there...ah...it also bothers me the program,'s
kind of unrealistic but I'm think I going to keep
trying to disregard thato. Let's assume, ah I woul(A
feel a little better in fact if I were to assume
that theoe were for general institute use, that the
were smaller kinds of gatherings that could occur
in the Kresge Small Theater or in some of the
student center rooms so that they might happen in
here too () The main thing's thet's troublesome
about the site is that...somehow it seems like the
site was set up for other purposes and now we're
going to cram a new buidding in there...the.,,
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I'm just gonna make a sketch here. ()of the..,how
the space seems to work...in this place XXXXX
the, the open public space XXXXX.....there's a
weird thing about them. I expect with respect to
that which is today all the space ,builds up towards
the river and stopped only bp McCormick and...
XXXkX It does it does get to be a little, strange
over there...toward McCormick Hall. One of the
thirgs that seems to be nice is that great ellipse
in front of the..., uh auditorium which is used
for frisbee games and folk dancing and stuff...
picnics also f or crowds to sit and watch whatever
may be going on up on the podium in front of 'the
student center uh...and I really hate to cut into
that..because that thing seems to work as-a gertral
recreational field...gahm... there seems to be a ma.
jor circulation path that comes., up from 77 Mass-
Ave,goes diagonally along the sidewalk, through the
grove of trees by the chapel and then it,..,seems t
cut across the oval which has a bare spot of dirt
and ends up servicing McCormick here and Baker
House and other houses down there..,.that seems to
be such a major thing that it ought to be taken
into account somehow in whatever's designed here
either to...put the building in such a way that,
that, uh it becomes a feature of that circulation
path.... or is put in such a way that it's rushed to
one sideF of curculation path...doesn't mess it up
too muth...,.Now what I want to do what I'm doing
now, iot what I want to do--is uhm I'm looking again
at -the sizes of the spaces on top of this new dia.
gram that I've made....pretty typical the diagrams
I make when I'm designing some thing that I dont,
meet around using any time to make making them un-
derstandable to anybody besides myself...-XXXXX...
It's rather hard to describe what l'm doing now....
I'm just laying little squares on these little
squares that are approximately to scale of the dif-
ferent spoees, trying to see how big they are in re-
lation to my diagrow and how they might fit in dif-
feret, ways, Do you have a pair of scissors? ()
That's Oi () Yea, I'll take that() that's hard,
that's hard-...,Do I have all these? that's a verydull razor blade ( ) that's OK I think it'll pro-
bably do the job then again it may not, uh that's
OK..,When I have these squares laid out on on a sinpkz
sheet of paper the, the arrangement on a sheet of
paper tends to get in the way so I'm goint to I cut
these out.,,,Giess I don't worry about...the...kitcheA
storage, Lobby mechanical so much...my immediate
concern first of all not to...larger spaces....
yhm...Now something else is Ioing through my mind
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right now, I'm .. already beginning to think aboi
the shape of things...and...it's thought be-
cause there's some rather different kinds of
shapes all strange around where this buildings
gotta to go...the chapel of course is a drum...
and flat. wall and the auditorium is an eighth
of a sphere, I guess...a there's a directory
shape and the Student Center is a big ominous
hunk of concrete leaning up in the air overhang-
ing on all sides McCormick Hall ...is ah, one of
those buildings that looks like it started sprout
ing out of the ground and could have stoppped at
any height, it's just a pair of straight shafts..
uh Ashdown seems to have a very funny relation-
ship to these other buildings because beaause it'5
it's off in a corner...as far as the space be-
tween Kresge and the chapel, it doesn't seem to
have an awful lot to do with it...XXXXX...I
suppose that leaves me carte blanche to make al-
most any shapes I want out of these....Actually
with all the buildings around there, the one that
interests me the most is the chapel because...
it's he's done a lot..... with the materials that
he had in the chapel...the uh strongest, one of
the stronger things about the space I guess, is
the fact that it's all raised that it's flat,
and it's got retaining wpjls all the way around
it and.,...that it has walls on 3 of sh 4 side
one of those walls being the frbnt wall of the
ktudent center, another one being that funny
curved wall of the auditorium. But then the
chapel itself has.a big brick wall. One of things
I guess that I'd be tempted to try is to put
another fragment of wall.on the fourth side and
to make that fragment of wall somehow work both
to help define that space in the middle and to do
something like that space in the middle or e-
queip them in some way and also to uhm define
these two assembly spaces....One really...jar-
ring thing about that space now I guess is the
fact that there's clear circulation route across
that isn't accommodated by the present arrange-
ment of sidewalks that's the one that cuts across
one side of the oval; maybe there ought to be
some way of handling that...My temptation at the
moment would be to try and do something with that
circulation path, like just live with it put sa
strip of paving across and develop the route down
to the dormitories better. To leave, ah, to, to
not- obstruct NcCormick Hall, ugly though it is...
from thAt space,.and perhaps to try to push my
building up more toward the chapel along the
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street to uh...to deal with the rather funny corner
of it..that goes off toward Ashdown House...uh
I'm still having problems, it's a little, like
sliding down -a razor blade, eh...you...uh put me
astride that - .e where birds can coop; that tri-
angle in level tiere...( ) Do you know what the
triangle in level-is there? My guess is it's
about 4 feet. ( ) uhum...Now I'm trying to decide
what to, if I were to put up a strucLAre in that
knoll what it would to things...regarding the
general character of the space...in front of Kresge
Auditorium...XXXXX...To the best of my knowledge
there's almost no circulation either diagaonally or
in the opposite direction across there, scarcely
anybody coming from the uh, the zone over by the
rink or over from the Student Center and going to
Ashdown House around the, what is it? the S. side
of the Chapel...so I wouldn't want to squeeze the
Chapel by putting the building too close, and yet
I feel I could push one down in between it and
Ashdown...without hurting tbings too much...an
alternative strategy would be to put, to put some
building just astride that diagonal circulation
that exists...but that puts it awfully close to
Kresge...and...I don't think it's going to do much
for people to have to walk through some...
opening in the building to walk to get to McCor-
mick...I think if one were to do that it would al-
most dignify McCormick with more of a visual im-
pact than it would have than if you simply came to
the building and saw McCormick looming up behind.
I'd almost rather leave McCormick naked there...
ih,.,One could, it's much easier to design si-
lently ( )...XXXXX...Well let's see now uh I'm
going to go with the decision to work up~in this
zone near the chapel---and to one side of the diag-
onal path that I've marked...Now I'm worried about
a couple of things I guess. One of them is how
to relate my building to the diagonal path which
seems to be a lot more important than the designer
of the plaza..uh..gave it credit for and the other
is...how to deal with the site there which has the
four foot change in level...I'm going to postpone
coming to a decision on that for a moment by workin
over it along the- path itself it would seem like
if we're going to wipe out this driveway that comes
in...that just as well in the process of doing that
uh make the diagonal path a little better, where it
-comes off the oval and has to go downto Amherst St
....It's interesting I didn't realize Amherst is
one of those spltt streets that gets interrupted
by the institute and takes up on the other side ( )
So...I'm gonna assume that I can do almost any-
thing there. I was contemplating for a little
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while maybe putting up a building on legs or lettinq
the driveway come in under but i.t doesn't seem like
a terribly good thing to do...uhm We could get the
.same amount of parking and pull of f space by ]ust
pulling off the sidewalk in from the street by one
lane if, if that proves to be desirable..uh and...
what has always seemed to me to be awkward are all
those sets of steps that go down from the plaza to
the parking area so maybe we could do something a
little nicer...I would be tempted then down by the
corner of Kresge in what seems a rather awkward
cc.ner to try to bring in some kind of steps _h
would cater to the dormitory crowd and maybe put
them at some angle XXXXXthat wouldXXXXX...be at
right angles to the circulation path so it would
be convenient for those people and maybe to make
them relatively grand because there's an awful lot
of circulation across there. It's also a South
facing area, uh, we noticed on nice days that a lot
of things seem to be going and that along to the
North of uh McCormick Hall and that might furnish
them with a a..place across the street where people
might talk and it and sun and so forth.,A little
bit of a puzkle how to how to deal with that
round platform that the auditorium sits on XXXXX
so maybe the stairs should be moved back a bit, so
it comes more perpendicular to the curb..uihm...
so what I'm trying to do now is work out a little
larger site solution that'll help me determine what
the form of the building ought to be because I'm at
a little bit of a loss as what, how that building
ought to be shaped. Now the other idea that I had
was to was to try and do a little more with the edge,
of, of, this platform that runs arounds as Saari-
men did with the long flat brick wall along on side;
maybe this would be a good place to ptck up with
another piece of...brick wall that uh could...per-
haps merge with the set of steps I'm working on
down here for the dormitory people...but also some-
how scoop around XXXXX and enclose the XXXXX kinds
of spaces that I'm wanting to..to enclose for thwee
gethering places... .One th..that's bothering me
a little I guess is that...these spaces are ones
which are pretty private or should be fairly pri-
vate once people are inside them; they need acous-
tic privacy from the outdoors, they need uh enough
visual privacy so that the proceedings inside
won't be destracted by...the goings on outstde....
So in that sense they're...Yawn...they're closed
like the chapel.....Well I give up, what's the
answer? () Keep track of time here . (watch put out)
()....XXXXX...trying to visualize this space in
three dimengions by making a little straight over
here aerial perspective out of the plan..now...XXXX
...and there's that terrible set of steps in front
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of the student centerXXXXX One thing I'd do if I
had a chance to remodel that plaza would be to re-
make those steps in front of the student center so
that they no longer symmetrical but uh picked up
the people coming across from 77 Mass Ave -and -the
pattern of traffic through the Student Center. I
can't even remember how the student steps go--XXXXX
there they are..however they are they're wrvng..._uh
...then there's uh a break in the level there...XX
XXX...break in the- level thereXXXXX...and the stu-
dent center, that's I guess more steps uh....uhmm
....then there's that nice bosque of trees around
the chapel...XXXXX.....uhn...am I constrained to a
90x90 site or could it take my 8100 in some other
shape? () Yea, well I got a mildly outragetous
idea ()...And that idea is to begin to develop
that diagnnal circulation path very strongly...
uhm...and to build on a segment of one of the
schemes site over here XXXXX starting from the di-
agonil path and moving up between the auditorium
and Ashdown House..to build..XXXXX..I guess that's
a little bigger than the building would have to be
..... to uh, uh .,.Let me show it to you in sec-
tion...Over here you've got student center looming
up, XXXXX...and that's a little bit above the
clouds and then there's the plaza,..and there's
the chapel sitting over here, that sculpture on top
along wall and then the plaza just dribbles off on
the back side becomes a part of Amherst St and the
dormitories beyond...XXXXX.. .I guess they're not
quite that tall XXXXX...uhm what I'm considering
doing 4eing is not putting another mass of brick-
walk or concrete or steel and glass on that site
rather trying to take, well I'm trying to force a
certain advantage of the level change on that site,
try to reinforce the usefulness of its old;it must
be one the nicer gathering places on campus by builW
ing a perhaps setting a low retaining wall to help
out with the change in level and then to build some
kind of a grassy slope which would be over the roof
and to dig the, this building into the ground a-
long Amherst Street and to provide in other words
some kind of a, a grassy slope opposite the student
center which would be useful for people to sit on..
unfortunately it Laces Northwest...so that uh,
well in any good weather the sun is gonna get in
over it OK ah....I can try to let that grassy flat
area in front of the Student Center become a, a sort
of grassy bowl that sweeps up on one side instead
of drooping off into the street...that would mean
ah, and then, they we'd have to, we'd have to that
whole emplaced by some various retaining walls
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and have to be cut into in a couple of places to
get people in and out it would also dig us fairly
deeply into the ground probably below Amherst
Street--- uhum....cause of the lower level of the
street not under it....space for 200 people
what do you.figure: 2000 sq ft or a little more...
that probably ought to be something of the order
of 15 ft high anyway. we've only got a 4 ft let's
assume you've got a 4 ft change in level from the
grade above to the curb below and that we could
build that floor at curbside and at curblevel below
that give us already 4 ft out of 15 we'll need
another 11 ft....uhum that seems likes that's
going to be difficult to get an 11 ft rise---well
the 11 ft rise isn't so hard to get. uh if it's
going to be sloped it's going to have to go higher
than that at the outside end...and a grassy slope
at the maximum can be probably be a, a 1 in 2
slope but we're 40 ft,-;,ah...well I guess you
could rise 20 and 30 that's perfectly adequate,
and a 1 in 4 slope would rise 10 in 40, a 1 in 3
would rise 15 13 and 40...OK so that's an idea
that might work. Another possibility with that
would be not to put in the long building like it's
shown here byt to let that, no that'd be hard
uhm, you're goig to keep me honest () you're going
to keep me honest......uhumcouZhr uhum.... An-
other possibility instead of spr6ading grass on
the roof would to build: a.set of bleachers on
the roof,...not quite in the sense of a set of
baseball bleachers but pretty close to that;
people would sit up on the roff..uhm....I'm gonna
...do something,try... a bleacher type structure on
a...XXX draw..draw an aerial perspective to see
what it does..XXXX...uhm ...I suddendly realize
it 1&oks more like Gund Hall at Harvard than ...
I care to admit which means I probably won't do
that...XXXXX...sigh . I don't think the shape of
it 1&oks so bad, In fact I think it'd look fairly
well with uhm with the space....think it'd work
pretty well with the circulation paths..uhmacough,
uhm, - still haven't looked at the inside of it
of course. I donit know yet how it's going on
the inside....I'm trying to verbalize what I'm
thinking; I'm,I'm worried about the materials
ought to be and how the thing ought to look....
XXXXX....Now I'm trying to draw a little perspect-
ive which has not been very successftal so far uh
...in looking from the student center over towards
the chapel...XXXX...XXXX. Now the street down
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there with a lot of shrubbery behind it and
there's trees down there too,by golly,uhm, XXXX
and there's more cover involved setting bf this
elms across the street,..XXX then there's my
new diagonal path across the oval..Now...XXX..
if I were to put in...something over there...
'm XX,'just as a blocR 6f stuff..XXX they'd look
like that and then the steps would drop off here
...XXXX... and the trees'd be gone..XXX... you'd
see more trees looming up across the street,you'd
see., the corner of Ashdown over here..uhm...XX
need some roof with s lot of character because
the roof is all you're going to see over there
..... I'm just exploring what would happen if that
roof were made out of grass and if it did come
down and fit the oval a little more closely..uhm
..and then just for fun well not quite in the
middle but someplace near the middle of this
thing,we cut in anentryway of some kind..XXX..
no, not that way..it'd be a curious roof shape
because it would be curved at the low edge and
stragith at the front edge and I guess a lot of
that would just be fill and not part of the draw-
ing at all...,XXXX..uh,I suppose I'd be tempted
to make any retaining parts of it out of brick
uhm...XX nice of brick.....uhm...Going to try
something else.Iwm going to try the idea of letting
one of these walls meander around over there and
uh.,.XX, enclose things as they will...I'm going
to assume for a moment a flat roof on it XXXXX
That's pretty terrible XXXXX that's what it's
beir nbw,just a building...not a meandering
brick wall....uhm that's a hard problem...I'm
going to bact off for a minute,work at it from
another angle....So far I've been thinking of
this building as being rather a close thtng uhm
either covered with grass or bleachers or,oras
brick wall. The brick wall idea I think is real-
ly not too bad....the building's gotta open a
little bit more somehow....to make it a little
less geometric,you make it more inviting...Can
I give up? G)......let me just get this out of
the way,it's pretty bad .'. uhm try another idea
....XX well the aerial perspective seems to be
fairly useful,I can somehow project into that
pretty well...another idea would be,..to really
use a meandering brick wall...which could..begin
as a part of the retaining wall down between the
Chapel and Ashdown;could then uh build up and
start to enclose some structure......uhm_ XXXX
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I'm wondering whether really weighing me on this
uh enclose this,these' two little assembly space
plus the samller one, trboule is it looks so
much like the chapel I feel that it wouldn't you
know do justice either to itself or the chapel
and maybe you got be a little more angular than
that so that...it doesn't...try to compete with
the chapel....uhm....one other thing...it could
be in the back of my,is the idea that maybe the
thing would go two stories high....that makes an
awfully small thing in terms of its ground cover-
age...unless other measures were taken...to make
it look bigger on the ground...that's uh...that
....bothers me a little because that means it
would increase the clutter over in that side of
the,.oval....X....uhm...XXXX...trying out another
brick wall stunt...which is....coming off at an
angle to try to accommodate that diagonal path
that I like so much and alos to...leave..,some
kind of a ,a circulation path and a view through
to Ashdown house....well,that hand blew it but
Ashdown's garbage cans which would be blocked off
by this building..What this building would do in
visual terms- I've gotten sight of the hope is
to plug up that service area,plug up the view of
the service area..between Ashdown and McCormick
from the plaza...uhur... XX I'm making a
teeny little sketch now to try to help myself
visualize there
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what I"ve wrought here..XXX... n for the moment,
let's just do go with a flat roof and fo gor...
XX.. I'm thinking brick right now...XX.'OK flat
roof. I don't think it's much good at all.. It's
actually not a bad site for a building now that I
stop and think about it...XX.. Have you taken a
state board exam in design?() It's a, an enter-
taining thing to do; you've got twelVe hours and
Iseuired a set of drawings; you really start to
sweat about along toward the end of the morning
and you realize your desigr. isn't tied down and
you need a lot'of drawing done...hum... I was
just noticing that I've used up better part ofan
hour and I,I'm still not inside the building...
that bothers me because'the roof doern't do any-
thing; I kind of like the plan shape.of it... this
is ab very clearly a,uhm, a matter in this case of
designing a building from the outside in -which
is just the opposite of what I preach,uh.. Doesn't
bother me toomuch because I think it's for a good
cause here..it'd serve the School of Architecture
and Planning right if they got crammed into an
architect designed building...XX... Nowsigh...
gotta go back and figure it out in section. I
think there's a four difference in elevation between
the plaza level and the curb level.have to ret
a building in ....somehow I don't like the idea
of a tall building In that site? that's hanging
me up a bit....What I'm pondering right now is
just how...how high the building uh should be,or
how it should be handledwhat one would want to
see looking across there., or one would be happy
to see... one could look across and some grass
sloping up there but, the more I'4 thinking about
it the more that's really anomalous because you
know perfectly well the grass' gotta drop off
sheer to meet.to the street. That doesn't make
any sense...obviously what's needed there is a
retaining wall.I'm trying to make a building that's
that's part of the retaining wall...ah.. one would
look across there and see a glass roof and that
might be intriguing; but it doesn't much sense
with regards to the types of spaces inside...one
would look across and ah...XXXX....hum...one pos-
sibility is Dust to poke up an entrance on that
side...and then to bury the building completely
under the plaza....huh, that's an intriguing idea
because what it would do is put any oldjust to
put in a rataining wall and some graceful means
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for getting people down to the Amherst street
level and then to get them back in under the
plaza in an excavated space that would hold the
actual rooms- I guess the budget can handle it,
about $ 40 a square foot,isn't it? ()...But what
that does, that I don't like is that it removes
anya good reason for putting up some kind of...
visual thing' at the opposite side of the plaza
from the STudent Center.....XXX.... Another idea
I'm toying with there is the that of putting in
a retaining wall and keeping the building at...
the Vassar Street curb lvel... Amherst Street is
the name of it; Amherst street curb level...but
have basically just the wall itself visible to
the plaza above...and... and build the building
in the space hollowed out by that retaining wall
out of some material other than the retaining wall
material...XXXX....but that doesn't make much sense
either because that would imply the building could
be rather open towards Amherst street and and I
still don't believe it can be and serve the as-
sembly functions in the way it should...uhum....
Well,I'm gonna abandon that for the moment and
think about what it would like inside a little
bit..Space for 200 people and you talk about some-
body like Ivan Illich....and... from what I've
seen...XXXX.. from what I've seen of the kinds of
things that go on.around the school it. seems like
these spaces ought to be flat flovredboth of them
because they would be ised in a lot of dif-
ferent ways... in particular a lot of these things
seem to happen in an easyfree circulating way...
people walking around with wine in their hands () -
uhm..also I think some of these would just as soon
speack from the center of the group and others-
would just as soon speak from the end of the group
and...therefore I would tend to make a ,a spacce
which was rather on the golden rectangle proportions
whether it was a rectangle or not whcih could be,
which dould be, which would allow it to be as a
person in the center, oersons on the long side of
it,the short end... with regard to the... parti-
cipatory seminarsclasses of 40 or 80 -that's
pretty high- something the size off two :lassrooms
I ge-ss*..uhm... thing that'd be freaky is the use
of these for audio-visual stuff...the usual internal
arrangment in sucha building is... one where you've
got a central zone that includes the projection
booth...XX.. a larger space to one eide..projection
bboth got to bn a little more central I think...
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smaller space to the other....XX and some kind.
of a lobby XX with the associated toilets and
stuff..that comes in the middle...XXXX... one
entering in alocation such as that...uhm mecha-
nical space can go wherever it has to .... Strange-
ly enough I bet that in size and everything else
this is quite similar to the, well it would be
pretty similar to the facilities in E21 for the
film program (..You've got a large uh viewing
room which would I think hold about 200 and a
smaller one which would hold about I think 48-80
and a projection booth between.. on a rather dif-
ferent axis because the physical set-up is quite
a bit different... Well, the character of those
places if they were completely underground or
enclosed..might be a little depressing. I think
people would like the bpportunity to open them
up to something nice...erin order to open them
to anything up one would almost rather have to
have them closed- a garden of some sort to open
them to, because on one side you've got ehm Am-
herst street which is not particularly attractive,
which has much too much pedestrian and auto
traffic to ...going on outside without distracting
things;on the other side, you've got the plaza
which I suppose is interesting enough but then
again it's so full of life that...that in good
weather at least thatit would be very distracting
....uhum perhaps it would be better to just have
some skylights which can be closed off but which
at least pull in sunshine... can have only be a
relatively open .. won't know to be open to a
public space. Wtould there very often be admission
events here? () yea() it would make a little
differnce in the way you'd have to set up control
of acce'ss to the two rooms. If they, they didn't
pay admission they jst ,aa pretty much have doors
that open into the lobby.pretty indiscriminate
fashion; if it would be paid admissions then it
would have to be some slightly more tightly...
constricted and controlled access to them so that
that ticket ,takers could have a little better
control of people going in and out... in the diagram
that I've sketched here one would just have a set
of doors which would be rather hard to control...
uhum...X... ) Right.... Ordinarily, at this point
in the process I'd leave it and come back tomorrow
laugh because I've got the thing pretty well Yawn
dissected Yawn in my own mind; I haven't started
to put it back together yet'but just for you I'll-
keep going uhum... Actually I probably wouldn't be
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able to put it off until tomorro%: because I've
got a couple more things to do and do some other
things in between... OK, the big thing that's
bothering me right.now is not thinking about the
internal arran-Agemer-'. jiAt ought to show its
face -to Kresge plazawhat's going to improve the
plaza....XXXXX... I really like the image of this
retaining wall thing. just can't figure out how
much wall shouldought to stick up against the
plaza and whether the roof ought to hang above
it...uhum,hm... hang on; try an idea here, the
idea is to Weep this basic trapezoidal shape that
I've set up...ahm, I think it mi6ht fit in there
a little bit more comfortably if the two outside
corners were rounded... but thatm the entrance
could be alsot in the center that would be sharp
cornedred... that uh... it might work a little
better with the palza...XXXX if there were some
some kind of broad steps coming up to it...XXX...
that people could XXX could use, could sit on
to enjoy whatever's happening in the plaza XX and
so far it's not working very well, it's not wor-
rying me right at the moment... let's see what
will happen if that roof got steps on it: XXXX
Do you know whow Hack Roark is,by the way? ()
He's,he's a Graham fellow of Nick Negroponte this
year XX he's been leaving this wekk but he let
me read his paper this week, but he is, he has
written a computer program that can design like
Frank.Lloyed Wright () he concluded that...what
people see as being a style whether you hypothe-
size in the beginning that a style is probably not
so much the superficial trappings that somebody
hangs on a building, but rather it's the result
of the working method that the architect uses and
some rules that he sets up for himself. So he tried
to deduce the rules Wright had set up for himself
It designing his, his Usonian hoises back in the
late 30's and early forties, and..uh programmed
about a third of the rules that he actually de-
velopped.. in,in a program and because of time
he didn't put in the other two thirds and he then
took an actual program for one of these houses ()
and ran it through and uh had it do the plans
and perspectives on the plotter and then compared
it with the actual house that Wright had designed
and one of the ,uh plotter diagrams; it needs only
to be flipflopped to make it the exact same house
() almost no differences whasoever in fact even
thethe computer perspective which is actually of
the roof planes superimposed in space over them,
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over the perspective plan; even that looks an
awful.lot like the house () but I think he, to
me'it was interesting because I've always found
I and,and architects I worked for tend to set
up rules for themselves and design according
to rules- whatever comes out at the end is a form
that's satisfactory () with uh only minor changes
ah..XX ON, I was experimenting there with some
steps on the roof and also down in front of the
thing, uh XX Im .going to do a little sketch now
that's just XXX make me feel what would happen
if steps went all the way up somewhow. I think
I'll put a little, a step pyramind monument for
ourselves over to one side..., that would have
this interst effect; also that some of these steps
could peel off and go around the podium Kresge
sits on...XXX.. be a terrible bUildirg to build
....uhum. .. OK, I'm gonna try one more bit of gaa-
gettry here which is to just mound up the dirt in
front of it ...XXX that doesn't do a thing for me
...I guess one thing that I'm self-consciously
doing here is trying to make ah building that
doesn't compete in terms of a lot of detail; trying
to make a very,very simple exterior... again I'm
letting the interior pretty much take care of itself,
after I get the exterior designed....XXXXX..,Well,
that's much too fashionable; that'll never do it..just trying here... wellpart of it waswas some
steps people could go up and use ah and another was
be more unobstrusive.... this thing here flatterer
...4XXXXX.... I guess th, if one puts on a simle
pitch roof like that, it gets to be awfully hard
to justify the height at the high end., or does it?
maybe not.... I don't think I'm going to like this
and what I'd rather do ...ah, XXX drawing a little
of the detail around that XXX I'm going to see if I
can go someplace with that... uhum..XX....XXX. Ac-
tually, I don't think so many steps... I think
what I'd be tempted to do rather than put in steps
there is put in Aong, a long stepped ramp or maybe
just a ramp. It's a four foot difference. We have
about 80' to do it in-that would be 1 in 20, let's
just put in a ,a long brick ramp tere... in fact,
wapr it a bit..yes...XXX let it come down to street
level, ah we got the problem we should -need a side-
walk downstairs I suppose... OK to try and squeeze
in a 40 foot wide building...XXX., now that's 40
feet wide and at aat about a 1 in 2 rise, it would
rise 20 feet from one side to the other-which is
more than I could handle.... XXX uhum...XXX this,
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that famous diagonal wall coming sliding along
the building there and this is just a big
warped plane actually that's curwing down at the
stoop;ahm, ah we could right ip to the sidewalk
line, some kind of hard edge along the sidewalk
XXX uhum haven't rally got room to d$o what I
wanted to do in this perspectite sketch because
I'm already tight up against the sidewalk at
the end of the oval and you have to change the
shape of the oval a bit which uh looks like some-
body's done that already: squbtched of'f the end
of it a little bit; ;'m going to back off a bit
on the idea of the building...XXX... or I might
sink the building going down into ground- Which
is another pssibility; have to'go down another
four or five feet under the ground XX...XX uh,
I think I'm beginnning for the first time to think
of this as a whole building () as a -hole building
... beginning now to think about a structural
system, a littl. about the internal character as
well as... what it does for Kresge Plaza... one of
the structural problems is I, I'!p thinking of
trying to hand a brick roof in the air there with
steps for people to get up on.. ah, that gets to
be a very heavy structure...XXXX...XXX uhuh, about
a 1 in 3 pitch XXXX.. it's uh XXX going to present
just blank brick face to Amherst street, going to
start almost,almost from ground level..it's going
to..have... a XX slopingspectorine and I,I guess
it would have to terminate at the back in some
kind of a.. parapet so things couldn't run up and
fall off the top. Now, that's going to be a terribly
heavy structure, I guess that's going to be bricks
laid frlat just like they have at Kresze... ahthose
could be laid actually over a concrete slab that
stepped up like this;so it wouldn't be such a
terrible thing...however... XXXX in order to support
that we'd have to probably put in some big concrete
beams... pour the thing in place and I suppose
just have this staggered poured of roof exposed on
the inside and then that would have to be held up
Qon. on what?...now, this way would be just putting a
concrete beam that had a stepped topside XXX and a
smooth bottom side;that works that murh; that's
entrance XXX have to go between the, between the
brick walls on either side which wouP be bearing
walls.. uh XX when you go straight a brickly, it
becomes sort of a feature of the interior space
XXX Then I would envrision that along -he Amherst
street side it becomes sort of a featire of '
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interior space XX then I would envision that
along the Amherst street side we wouldn't pre-
sent exactly a blank wall either but take ad-
vantage of some of that southern sunshine XXXX
probably put in some kind of clerestory windows
with some kind of ah... shade control element
.. and that's below street level... this drawingb
not to scale () understand? I don't think that's...
something close to scale at all.. and sigh may-
be people could use this space Up here which
would be rather broad and flat and a 1 in 3 slope
and they catch sunlight through most of the day,
...ah, the outside would look pretty much like
this sketch here with these broad brick steps
going up and a parapet wall at the back XXX.It
sure looks like a set of bleachers. Now, one of
the big problems is we're 4 feet below ground
level;we need ,ah,3 exits out of the building and
we need a,a decent entrance in; in this case, I"m
I'm saying it should be in from Kresge plazaehm
....uhum....XX so this building has a floor eight
feet below the plaza and 4 feet below the side-
walk on Amherst street XXX nowwhat I'm gonna do
down here is to just pretty much, to make a barn,
just plain space except for that concrete roof
going on over head and clerestory windows.,.ah...
I'm going to put in a brick floor also; make the
whole thing brick except for that concrete roof
... Now the main problem aboutabout that one be-
comes putting the entrance in the thing. () put-
ting the entrance in the thing gets to be diffi-
cult because we've got to come down 8 feet...I
suppose,.. if we're really clever with that 8 foot
differential in elevation... we can bring in the
entrance behind that wall have a projection booth
below the entrance...uhlet's see that building's
though 20 feet wide; we've got to get down eight;
that's going take about 16 feet of run ah..tsk,
it's ought to be indoors or it's going to trap
leaves and ice and snow and things....uhum...you
don't particularly care about having finished,
definitive drawings do you? () if that rises 1 in 3
it woes up about uh 13 feet; I'm saying that means
15 feet above plaza level at that side XXX just
wondering what happens if I put a coup, a pair of
15 foot walls there... put an entrance right between
them XXXX..X. Is the design comprehensible to you
at this point? Do you understand what I'm () What
:*i'r cing () laugh I imagine...you'd better not
either or I'll slug you...XXX that's poor..Must be
doing something wrong because it seems to me my
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building all out size.It seems to me it should
be 40 by 50,about 150; nah,it's approaching that
...OK.... I know what I'm going to do; I'm not
going to have an,ano, another entrArne...I'rm going
to have an entrance in the end down by Kresge,off
that brick slope... I'm going to have the uh..
smaller room alongside that somehow; I'm,I'm not
going all the proportions things worked out I'm
sure; there's the smaller room! then you have a
larger room.. down at the other end..got a screwy
shape that's not going to help us much... espe-
cially because I didn't know we were going to have
projection in the middle- that doesn't work at
all., Yea,actually that works kind of nicely be-
cause...uhm, this building is getting to be a big
piece of scultpure or notnot a piece of architect-
ure; but what it'll enable us to do is to come in
here at some level like uh if you take plaza level
at 0 this enables us to come in at -2; we've got
get down to -8, that gives us a great long distance
to do it in, a place to hang stuff and so forth; one
really arrives in the middle of the place... and
is uh... Aha,CK, let's do this: XX one can enter
either way, we will put... that's going to be about
25 uh 30, five something so... and we'll see people
come in around... like this. We'll put some kind
of pretection facility across the back where they
can enter the plaza, people brought in that; it'll
be able to project onto this side here., and on to
this side here... I guess what we actually end up
is 2 separate projection booths..toilets and coats
ah...don't fit., nor the kitchen... I suppose what
we,what I would do... can't drag you in on this- is
to uh..XX hmm at this poont in the rmaining time
to compromise and instead of a couple of small
projection booths which are entered off of the
spaces that they serve- which are now entered sepa-
rately is to just strip table like and to develop
an area back in here which would include a kitchen
.in the center XX and then a couple of toilets
that would entred by sliding past the two sides of
the kitchen.. So, for the first time it's all on
paper... have to think about yawn that drag?......
I sort of like what I did outside,not much care for
some features of the inside... Another thing I-
haven't worked out yet are, I, the additional exits
that are required... cause those just don't work at
all... Don't know the code all that well for as-
sembly spaces; got one here obviously and probably
one in the middle and one on the other side...I
think it's, is that your about what would be re-
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quired? () I'm getting we probably can't get by
nwithout the middle one () Yea,yea got to, we
get those people up four feet somehow () that's
the hangup uhum ... that's another little problem
in this room that I've been putting the speaker
alongside a row of windows; it bothers me. It's a
little hard on the audience to try to see him if
there's much light coming up there... XX... I think
it would be more ideal in a room like this if the
speaker were over here... OK,I'm gonna try some-
thing a little different: I want this diagram
here., let me put the speaker down here.. I'm gon-
na carve up thIs room a little bit.,X laugh to
make my building work. I'm gonna give Pp on the
flat floor thing for that room. I'm gonna start
by uh putting in some,.. levels in this room,
some change no'i which would get back up to the
4 foot level at the rear and simply discharge to
the street through a pair of double doors would
ordinarily be closed. I'm going to simply uh and
then,then... put in a major entrance down here
and possibly if thIs ramp worked out properly could
possible sliding. Well, a little susidiary ramp
could come up, eomnects with this up here.Now the
place begins to work much better as place where a
man could stand and scC, be seen ah; but that
puts the windows in here illuminated in and opened
letting in sunlight and fresh air it uh..doesn't
leave us a place for a projection booth,.so,. I
would be tempted either to encroach on the sidewalk
with some kind of a uh small recess that uh is,
would be about 4 feet minimum for that, which is
going to wipe out the sidewalk., but maybe,I know
what I would r8o there- pull an old Lou Kahn trick:
let the wall spread in two directions working the
projection booth up at the nack there.. ah, it
would have to come this way a little bit and pro-
ject out in the street up here... Now, I don't mind
that room so much aby... Ah,sigh. I think I'll
revise my arrangement here in the kitchenbathrooms
...ah... maybe have a kitchen XX that can serve
either into the lobby or into the smaller room
here which could be used as a reception room after
a big lecture () and then we have a,a little ahi,
hallway here XXX 10 feet which feed entrances to
the men's and women's room like that sideways so no
one can see the doors from directly into the lobby
and.. I guess I'd have to push that passage point
against there... OK, now uhi, that leaves us still
this room that has,,, that, I really do think ought
to have a platform; am I trapping myself? cause I
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don't know how I' going to Ret people out of
there...this room has now gov exits; it's got
two very clear and sperate ways out, this one's
... ah, still got, only got one clear way out; it
really needs a way out back here someplace...
tsk... Oh, we, you're also talking about that
center., center doorway.. well,thr- exits are all
fouled up.. sigh..tsk... Actually this whole thing
still quite unworked out; could come just about
sidewalk level here, but then it's gonna have to
go downthanother four feet in about...15- which is
too steep.-. break into the stairway there... AT
this point obviously, I'm forcing the thing...
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